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Mr. M. M. Mendels July 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Annual Meeting - Observers

I would appreciate it if Mr. Walter Loucheim, investment banker,
of 404 Walker Building, 734 15th Street N. W. Washington, 20005, could
be extended an invitation to attend the forthcoming Governors'.
Conference as an observer. I believe there are strong reasons for
extending this invitation.

Mr. Erwin Schuller, an international financial consultant, 250 East
65 Street, New York City, has approached me about attending the Conference
as an observer. I would be happy to have him receive an invitation, if
possible.

ISF :prl



July 28, 1965

Dear Bede:

Thanks for your letter of July 23, and enclosed
is the text of the remarks given at the International
Economic Association Conference. I hope they will be
of some help.

The UPI teletype was evidently picked up all
over the place. Right after giving the talk I left for
the Paris DAC meetings, and found myself constantly
explaining the "taken out of context" bit. However,
I found it all very interesting and certainly stim-
ulating.

It would be nice to see you again - when are you
coming to Washington?

Warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. B. B. Callaghan
Managing Director
Comonwealth Banking Corporation
Sydney
New South Wales
Australia

ISF:prl



Mr. M. M. Mendels July 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Annual Meeting - Observers

I would appreciate it if Mr. Walter Loucheim, (Planning Commission)
of 4o Walker Building, 734, 15th Street N.W. Washington, 20005, could
be extended an invitation to attend the forthcoming Governors' Conference
as an observer.

Mr. Erwin Schuller, an international financial consultant, 250 East

65 Street, New York City, has approached me about attending the Conference
as an observer. I would be happy to have him receive an invitation, if
possible.

I believe there are strong reasons for extending these invitations.

ISF :prl



Irving S. Friedman July 27, 1965

Bimal Jalan

AMA Briefing Session on"U.S. Balance of Payments"

I attended the American Management Association briefing session
on U.S. Balance of Payments held in New York city, July 19 - 21., 1965.
Mr. John R. Petty, Vice President of the Chase Manhattan Bank, New York,
was in the Chair.

In the opening address Mr. Stefan S. Rundt, Head of S. J. Rundt
and Associates, Consultants in International 3usiness in New York City,
warned that the "so-called moral suasion" and voluntary cooperation in
reducing the outflow of dollars from the United States will at best have
only short-term results. H expressed sharp criticism for using 'semantic
acrobatics' or 'judiciously misquoting' statements that led to an 'absurd
camouflage' of situations tat and trends indicating shortcomings in the country's
external accounts* "Men like de Gaulle were judiciously misquoted in our
press and a stream of Washington releases became an avalanche designed to
befuddle the real issues, namely the growing lack of confidence in the U.S.
dollar and its management." To attain long range improvements in the
payments situation, Mr. Rundt suggested that the Government "prune such
wasteful spending as on Nato, Sukarmo, and Nasser." His other suggestions
included a rise in interest rates, special incentives for foreign investments
in the U.S. and incentives for new exports as well as a tax holiday for the
immediate repatriation of profits from direct foreign investment.

This discourse on U.S. balance of payments problem was followed by an
excellent legal analysis of the various provisions of the "Interest
Equalisation Tax" by Mr. Baftlett, a Detroit Tax Consultant, Mr. Walter Shirmer,
President, Clark Equipment Company, Buchanan, Michigan; Mr. August Maffery,
Senior Vice President, Irving Trust Co. New York; Mr. Douglas Lynch, of
Douglas Lynch and Assocs. New York, and Mr. Erwin Schuller, an International
Financial Adviser in New York city, talked about the effects of the recent
governental measures in the U.S. Banking and industries abroad. There was
a general consensus that these measures were having a restrictive influence
on U.S. industry and given the present liquidity shortage in Europe was
bound to create financing difficulties for the existing U.S. companies abroad,
which would be clearly undesirable. The strongest criticism was expressed ag
against the government decision to include export-financing in this voluntary
restraint program. The gravity of the U.S. payments problem was accepted, but
it was felt that the reduction in U.S. expenditure abroad should take place on
the government account rather than in the form of restricting private in-
dividual and banking expansion.

There were two governmental spokesmen - Mr. Robert Sammons, Adviser,
Division of International Finance, Federal Reserve Board and Mr. Lawrence
McQuade, Assistant to the Secretary of Comerce. Mr. Samons stated that the
cooperation of banks in the voluntary program to date was extremely impressive
"all reporting banks were under the ceiling by a consolidated $300 million."
He also denied the assertion made by some previous speakers that export
financing has been shifted from comuercial banks to the Export-Import Bank.
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Mr. McQuade emphasised all that could be done to curb governmental ex-
penditures abroad was being done and that any further drastic reduction in
U.S. programs abroad could not be undertaken without inguring the long-term
U.S. interests. He agreed that so far the response to the voluntary program
has been very encouraging, but warned that there was no cuase for complacency yet.
It would take sometime before the balance is achieved, and during this period

be best cooperation ofthe business commnity is needed

There was a symposium on international liquidity - Mr. Gengo Suski,
Executive Director, International Monetary Fund; Mr. John Popkin of Sun Life
Assurance Co. of Canada, Mr. Albert Cooper of Westminster Group of Banks, and
Mr. Louis mndes, President, Broadhouse and Co. of New York participated.
Mr. Susuki on the basis of Japanese post-war experience asserted that "the
availability of credit facilities on the present basis, accompanied by a
reasonable exercise of balance of payments discipline will, in the long run,
be more useful in assuring economic growth with stability tthan a more automatic
access to external resources." The other participations called for "new inter-
national monetary arrangements" with more automatic access to international
credit facilities.

My own participation in the discussions was confined to asking questions;
among the questions I raised wre:

1. Mr. Rundt had emphasised the waning confidence in dollar since 1957.
I couldn't find much evidence for this in his statement. In reply he said
that he had deliberately exaggerated this point in order to "warm up his
audience". I was supported by some other participants during the discussion,
and I asked Mr. fundt "whether it would be too far-fetched to suggest that the
ability of the U.S. to run deficits or to put it the other way round, the
willingness of European countries to extend credit to the U.S. was in itself
an affirmation of the prevailing strength of the dollar." Mr. Rundt said
it may be true now, but need not be true in later years unless the U.S. took
appropriate measures to correct the deficit. The present measures, to Mr. Rundt,
were not "appropriate".

2. Mr. Rundt had suggested that higher interest rates would solve the U.S.
problem to a large extent. I asked that if his premise about the waning strength
of dollar was correct and if there was so much speciulation against the dollar,
"what reason was there to believe that higher rates would be successful in the
U.S. when in the U.K. they haven't had ary noticeable favorable effects."
Mr. lundt did not answer this question.

3. There was some discussion on the shortage of available funds in Europe.
I asked, "whether it was a reflection of the inadequacy of domestic savings or a re-
flection of the deficiency of the capital market in channelling available savings
into desired investats. There was a feeling that it was mainly the deficiency
in the structure of the capital markets.

L. It was widely suggested that one of the possible ways of overcoming shortage
of available funds in Europe would be an extension of the Euro-dollar market.
The suggestion was warmly welcomed, but it was considered unrealistic. I asked
Mr.Sammons if the Federal Reserve would favor such an expansion, presuming that
it wow. feasible. Mr. Sammons hedged his reply, but said that so far he was
not aware of any opposition in the Federal Reserve to the idea of an expanding
Euro-dollar market.



Mr. Woods Jui 28, 1596

Irring S. Friedman

"Soentific American" Article

I would likm to bring the attahed artAla to your
attentioi ince I am sure that you will find it interesting.
Hlaver, if you donIt hav the ties to read it I would draw
your attention to the fist few sentences of the article
and the charts an pog 22. Uhe figure. given might be
interesting spise to add to soft speech mhen centruating
the developed an less developed worlds.

Attachunts "The Support of Science in the U.S.'
Scientific Amrican - July 1965



M4r. Mpandls July 29, 1965

Irving . Friedman

Roument. or DAC f.tin=

I would like to make the following suggestion. with respect
to future referemes to the two documents which were prepared
for the DAC Ministerial Meeting.

I believ that it would be desirable to refer to the documnt
Sewe5196, which was circulated to the Board on July 21,.. the
"President's Address to the DAC" and Sec65/196/1, which was given
similar circulation on July 22, as the "President's Statemnt for
the MC MeetIng". This was the language used in the tranwittal
letter to the Governors. I believe that it would be better not
to refer to it as a "background paper" since I have had a raubr
of occasioa to use the words "background paper" or papers" fo
the unpublished material on which the written statement was based.

co: President's Council
Mr. Graves
Mr. Kanarck
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r. Georg. D. Aods Jul 16, 196$

Irving 6. Fida

BIS5 Anmial Reort16-6

In response to your query about the notable sections in the
above report, I wculd like to draw your attntion to page 9 and
pages 53-56, where the 1S take a rather critical view of United
tates policies. Some of the statements in these pags are par-

ticulnrly interesting, e.

"If doubts *riet on the longer-term efficacy of these
ieasures Je recent T1. .. measure , aR thou-do they o
from two considerations. First ter the extended series
of external deficits, the reserve position of the United
States needs to be strengthened to restore full confi
in the dollar....Hence, the o of -;rsecauring a mo-re -
fundamental libiu sLra .(pg9,Pera".

2-,underlng added.)

ad "Te balance of paymnts deficit, which in reocent years
has mainly reflected heavy capital outflows, is itself
prim foci* evAane that credit policy has in face been
excesvLya y (Page 53, par e.)

&n "E-xessive credit ease is also suggested by the reputed
deterioration in the quality of loans". (pege 54, para 2.)

and "Inded, because of their sigh interest rateg contribution
towards improved external eilibrium, domes growth would
be more soundly based". (pego 56, para 1.)

There are two other sections which have been introduced for the
first time and miht be of interest: (a) International monetary sytem
(pp.26 -32). It summarises the present state of debate on international
liquidity, and argues for correction of mbalance between countries
tUsaugh the uae of interest rates and monetary policy rather than
control--voluntary or otherwise.

The report recognizea that with the eliminatiou of the U.S. deficit
the need for an adequate margin of additional liquidity for increasing
reserves as well as to finance "reasnble balance of payments swings"
would beocms mmre evident. It, however, does not favor any one suggested
solution vie-a-vis another, but points out that "withmt the complication
of an eoxessive U.S. deficit, it should not be 1possible to improve existing
arrangeents and to devise new one which offer reciprocity, ooverage of
exchange risks and flexibility in the terms of the asset of liability
relationsihip, and at the same time incorporate uafoguards against abuse."

2/



tr. George D. ood- 2 - July 16, 1965

(b) Probsem of developing countries (pp.32-36). Te prob
of ovr-valationf currencies and internal int developing

-- nntriae is singled out for particuar attetntio. Apart from arping
for correction of these diatortions on th part of developing contries,
the reprt auggeste that advanced countries anould assist in tas develop-
ment process oy ineroasing their aid and trad with these countries, and
by sof tmning thie tarow of their assistane.



Mr. Nespoulous NuVille jay 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Suppiter Credits

When thinking about the figure that would be agreed, on how
much suppliers' credit or other indebtedness a country could incur,
it might be useful to think in terms of a range rather than a
specific figure. This would facilitate international apgeament
and might make it easier to administrate.

This suggestion was made to me bg Mr. Woods.



July 21, 1965

Dear tobint

I hasten to acknowledge receipt of your letter of
July 15. I have read it thro but have not hd a chamne
to give it the full attention it merits. The hurry is that
I am leaving momntarily for tkurope for the DAC teeting.
In the mntime I am bringing you letter to the attention
of others in the Bank concerned and hope to be able to give
it a or detailed reply. PrhapH w will meet in Paris, if
so we might disocuss it there at least in a prelitnay
fashion.

As I mntioned to you at our first meeting I have
strongly advoCated alof cooperation between the a*nk and
yourself. I think you can be assured tnat we will go just
as far as possible in mking our material available to you.

With Warm regards,

Yours,

Irving S, Friedman

Mr. Robin Harria
Miistry of Overseas DevelopMnt
Eland ouse
Stag Pla e
London, S.W. 1.

MOLAND

p..
Indientally your letter of July 16 arrived at the eams

til. I a glad you found the aditional table of use.



July 21, 1965

Dear Gabrielt-

I am answering your letter on d'Aroma'a visit to
Washington. I am sorry to say that I wont be in Washington
at the time as I am scheduled to be in South Aerica duringthe first three weeks of August. However, I will pass this
letter on to Mr. Kausrck, whom I believe d'Aroma knows.
I am sure he will be glad to be of any help that he can be
as well as introducing him to others in the Bank.

I too have been looking forward to seeing you in
Washington at the Governors Conference. I expect to leave
this, afternoon for Paris for the DAC Meeting. I don't know
who is going to be there, it would be very nice if it
happened that you were there. If not, we will have mach
catching up to do in Washington in September.

With warmest regards to yourself, Helene, and the
girls from &dna and myself,

Yours,

Irving A. Friedman

Mr. Gabriel Ferras
The General Manager
Bank for International Settlements
BASIE
Switserland

ISF:prl

cc. Mr. A. Kamarck



July 21, 1965

Dear Don:

I read the draft of your article, I think it makes sense
and I have no suggestions.

I do hope that we will be seeing each other soon. Our
rather mixed up sumer is going along the following lines. I
am leaving this afternoon for a quick trip to Paris and Stockholm.
I hope to see Ivar Rooth in the latter. Then I come back on next
Monday or Tuesday, and we leave the following weekend for Latin
America. Our present plans are to spend about three weeks there
in Brazil, Argentina and Chile. Hopefully Johnnie will come along
with us. If time permits I would like to take about a week off
after the trip and stay home quietly. It would be the last weekend
in August.

The job is still very interesting and a lot of work, however,
I don't feel quite as green as I did nine months ago.

With warmest regards to the family,

Yours,

Irving I. Friedman

Mr. Don L. Waage
Public Relations
Investors Diversified Services, Inc.
Minneapolis
Minnesota

ISF :prl



July 21, 1965

Dear Jack:

Please excuse the delay in answering your
letter of June 17, but it has not been due to
neglect. I circulated your letter among those
most interested in the Bank in the hope that they
would came up with a name, but they haven't. I
don't really feel qu4lified yet to have a personal
view of my own on the people doing the kind of
work you describe. I hope to remedy this as time
goes on.

How are you enjoying Pittsburgh? I do hope
we will have occasion to see each other soon.

Warm regards,

Yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. John P. Powelson
Professor of Economic Development
Graduate School of Public and

International Affairs
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pa.

ISF:prl



amir 24, 1965

Dear Sirs

Mr. Woods has akd as to send to you
a op of the statsnt uhih wa sent last
night to Seretary FoLbr.

This statement was prepad far the
Minatral Meetin of the Dtvelopmnt

Aasistanm Co(ittee in Paris on July 22
and 23, 195. It hm also b sent to the
Bank Ovro of the DAC countries and

Yors ainaarsy,

(signed) Irvinq . nme

wviwg S. Prisedan
11e Agonodc M W to the PrsAwt

Enolosure

Mr. Lvington T. M1ehat
Bridge street
chatham

-s- .afbUott)

ISent by U.S. ED's office)



SEP 19 20 23

WOA.RCHNES Ju2y 1W ,1965

Dear Biml:

This was sent to Secretary FOle
yesterda under a covering letter
indicatin.g thiat, it was also being sent
to other Bank Govenmors for DAC countries
and Seden. I am also sending a copy to
Bell and copies to the relevant ED's of
the Bank.

Irving

Enelosur

Mr. Dale (Fund)



July l5, 1965

I. M. D. Little - Aid to India and Pakistan

The paper is on aid to India. Pakistan is only perfunctorily
touched upon, and the argument does not go beyond indicating that the
proportion of investment expenditure financed through aid is still very
high in Pakistan - much higher than in India.

Mr. Little is much impressed by the magnitude of India's problems,
her sophisticated planning, her achievements - however sporadic, the
scale of her own efforts to help herself etc. He is most apologetic
about India's failures - in the nature of the case mistakes were bound
to happen. But he points out that at least part of the cause of her
balance of payments crises lies in the low level of aid to India (following
partly from her own under-estimation of import requirements) and the terms
of that aid. If the 'need' and the genuineness of the developmental efforts
of a country were to be the criteria for distribution of aid, India has
received :Axm too little and in too unsuitable a form. Mr. Little,
therefore, argues that -

(i) India can effectively absorb much larger quaAlties
of aid. For the Fourth "lan he estimates that likely
external capital requirements could be anywhere near $2 billion
a year. He suggests that consortium aid to India should be

raised to at least $1.5 billion per year;

(ii) The proportion of non-*roject aid shogld vastly increase.
"Insufficiency of general purpose aid which can be effectively
used for imports of materials and components, especially
imports for agriculture (e.g. fertilizers), not only means
that the economy operates below capacity, but also increases
the amount of control and administration required." Aid and
planning should now concentrate on utilising the existing

excess capacity in industries rather than creation of new'
output capacity. This can only be possible if the proportion
of non-project aid is substantially increased.

B.Jalan



July 15, 1965.

Industrial Poli in Developi Countries

Paper by Loreto M. Domingues

The paper has two main sections - (i) on relationship of trade
to industrialization and, (ii) on the economic effects of industrial
projections. The paper concludes by pointing out the advantages of
economic integration among small countries possessing complementary
resource bases.

The argument of the first section is fairly straightforward.
Industtialization enhances growth prospects of a developing country,
but it does not necesarily reduce the demand for imports. "At every
stage of industrial growth developing countries require certain minimum
leveld of imports which if not forthcoming will prevent the process
of industrialization from moving forward." As a result, it is suggested
that an essential basis for successful industrialisation is the ability
to generate exchange earnings - through exports or other means - sufficient
to finance import requirements.

This is a point well made in so far as it stresses the need for import
substitution which is efficient; indiscriminate import substitution is
self-defeating since thenedfr imports to sustain the inefficient
industrial structure increases the current and subsequent periods (as
evidenced by the experience of many Latin American countries). But
the next section on the 'right' level of protection is unsatisgaotory -
the argument is only that excessive protection is costly, it distorts
the cost structure and promotes 2ifficient industries; but does not
provide an answer to the question - at what level protection becomes
excessive? How much is too much? The important point is that industries
to which protection is given should be potentially competitive inter-
nationally, though in the short period they ay be uncompetitive. This
is the essence of the familiar 'infant industry arguments' for protection.
Mr. Domingues, however, in judging the efficiency of industries has the
notion of current costs rather than potential costs. This concept, if
applied, wuld ake the industrialisation base too restrictive - if an
industry is currently competitive, it requires no protection. Thus
pushed to its logical conclusion, Mr. Domingues's position would lead to an
argument for no protection at all, rather than for no excessive protection.

B .Jalan



July 14, 1965

Dowr Mr. F'abert

ir wdfe and I would like to expres
our regreta In not having been able to
came to your reception on Sunday vnaing.
We had fully planned to coe but in the
late afternoon one of our sons had a minor
accident at han. He was wrking in the
aquarium and crushed some glass in his
hand. 1W had to consult with the doctor
and then it took us a few hours before
the crisis was ~,zr.

I do hope we will hav the occasion
to see you soon.

Sincerely yoms,

Irving S. Friedaan

Mr. Paul Faber
International Monetar7 Pnd
Washington D.C.



Mr. 1rmwok Juy 14, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Cable fram Console

ould you please take care of this. I have asked Mr. Sarma
to try and inform himself on the UNCTAD work but I don't know
whether he has yet had a chance to do this briefing. Howver,
you might wish to tell him about this and chat vith him if time
perits.



July l4, 1965

Dear Mrs. 'astle;

Mr. Woods has asked me to send to you a
copy of the statement which was sent last night
to the 1overnor for the 3ank for the United
Kingdom.

This statement was prepared for the
Ministerial Meeting of the Development
Assistance 7onmnittee in Paris on July 22 and
23, 1961. It has also btbn sent to the Bank
kvernors of the DAC countries and Sweden.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
T1he `onomiz dviser to the President

Mrs. Barbara 3astle
inister of Overseas Development

Ministry of verseas Development
Eland House
Stag Place
London -. W. 1
England

ISFriedman/pri



July 1i, 1965

Dear Mr. Bell:

Mr. Woods has asked me to send you a copy
of a statement which was sent last night to
Secretary Fowler. It has also been sent to
the other Bank Governors of the DAC countries
and Sweden. It was prepared for the inisterial
Meeting of the Develomnt Assistance Committee
in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965.

jincerely yous,

Irving S. Fried."n

Mr. David Bell
AID
Departwmnt of . te
Room 5942

ISF:prl



Mr.~~~l Joh .Blitt

Irvin 3 Freda

Attache hereois a tatemen whih~ *r Woods set ast

night to e B Gavernor ofthe DAcuntri and wd

I t was rprdfrteMiitra etn o h eeomn

Ass - in Paria nl2 an ,

Attachment

ISF:prl



Mr. Pieter Lieftinck July 14, 1965

Irving . Friedman

DAC Ministerial Meeting - July 22 and 23, 1965

Attached hereto is a statement which Mr. Woods sent last

night to the Bank Governors of the DAC countries and lwden.

It was prepared for the 4nisterial Meting of the Development

Assistance comittee in Paris on July 22 anrd 23, 1965

Attachment

ISF :pr1



Mr. Oeuge Juzuk'. July 1%, 1965

Irving j. Pi a

D -tn -Jul 22 and ? 6

Attachd hereto is a statemient w . soods sent last

night to e nk Governor of the DAC countries and Sweden.

It wa pe r e Miistrial. eeting of the Development

Assiae onnit in Pari on July 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachmant

ISF:prl



. ma i CLam~pIt July 1.h, 1965

rn i jan

i c oie in Pri JUly 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachment

ISF :prl



sr. Viihjalmr Thor July 1, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

DC Ministerial "eeting - July 22 and 23, 22iO'

Attached hereto is a statement which Mr. Woods sent last

night to the Bank Governors of the LAC countries and Sweden.

It wa3 prepared for the inisterial Meeting of the Developnment

Assistance omittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachment

1SF:prl



Mr. J. 1. Stevens July i, 1965

Ir~ving 5. Priedman

me:iniseriai. ac ing - July 22 zrd ?2. 165

Attached hereto is a ateent which Mr. Woods 3ent last

nigh; to 1J. Bank Govrnaors of the DAC coute and Sweden. It

wa xpepre for the biniatorial Leeting of the Development

Asis~tance Comitte in Pri on uly 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachuant

ISF :prl



Mr. S. J. Handfield Jones Tul IL, 1965

Irving S. Friedmhan

fG Ministerial Meeting - July 22 and 23, 19

Attached hereto is a statement which Mr. Woods sent last

night to the Bank 3overnors of the DAC countries and Sweden. It

was prepared 7or the Ministerial Me eting of the Development

Assistanoe Corittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachment

ISFapr1



Mr. Rene Larre July 14, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

M" Minit1erialMetig July 22 -xnd 23, 1 -5c

Attached hereto is a statemnt whic Mr Woods sent last

night to th clank iovernors of the DAC couries and Sweden. It

was prepared for the e4nisterial MIeeting of the Development

Assistaunce CoiutTee in Paris un July 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachment

ISFspri



Mr. Otto Donner July 14, 1965

Irving s. Friedman

DAC Ministerial MeetnA - Jul 22 and 23, 1965

Attached hereto is a statement which Mr. Woods sent last

night to the Bank Governors of the DAC countries, and Sweden. It

was prepared for the Ministerial Meeting of the Development

Assistance Committee in Paria on, July 22 and 23, 1965.

Attachment

ISF:prl



Mr. Joaquin Outierres Cano July 14, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

DA Ministerial Meeting -. Jly 22 and 23, 1965

Attached hereto is a statement which Mr. Woods sent last

night to the Bank Governors of the DAC countries and Sweden. It

was prepared for the Ministerial Meeting of the Development

Assistance rcomittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965

Attachment

ISFtprl



July 13, 165

der -. lins ter:

Asb you are unido-btedly aware there :s to bev a
niaterial eetinZ of the Ireelopnt Assitne

Cmitte in ari n Ju 22 ar 23, 5 I i
my ntntonto attend thiia meetin accpaie by

secveral eenio)r offici-A i eBak

i preparatio wa this reting, which will be
dealjn- with saw very Important issuev affecting
th developing contries, I am neonAing a statemnt

on current trend. and atlook in developiant finance,
wi~h I bliev you will find of interet. This letter

and encloure is 'oei ent to Vhe xa orar- f
the, MC cuntrier, and Mweden.

would apreciate It if thi, d ement wmre also
brought to the attention f thorse officials of your
7Goverrnnt who are p1anmiv to attend the D inisteral
eeting.

Tus sinsl,

(Signed) George D. riocds

GeOorg Do Wd

Th sonorable
Valary Ciscard dl'sating
inistre des Finances-

3,rue d:& id-Voli
aris 1"
ran ce

clweard with Mr. Dmth

7/13/65



July 13, 1965

As you are undoubtedly aware the.re ia to be a
'4inizterial Meeting of the Divelopment Assistance
onnittee in Paris on Jul: 22 and 23, 1965. It is

ix7 intention to att&n this meeting accompaned
several senior officials of the 3ank.

Tn preparation for this eting, which will be
dealing with senin very important issues affecting
t.he developing countries, I am enclosing a statement
on current trends and outlook in development finance,
which I believe you will find of interest. This letter
and enclomire is being sent to the Ba* Governors of
the DAC countries and Sweden.

I would appreciate it if this docmnt ware also
brought to the attention of those officials of your
3overnmnt who are planning to attend the DAC i42nisteriaIl
Meeting.

Yours sincerely,

George D. Woods

Euelosure

Hie Cacellency
KurtSesukr

naminiater fuer Wirtscaft
Awa initerumfuer Wirtschaft

3 onn 0 "ih.
Ger hny

Cleared with Mr. Desnuth
ISFriedman/pri



Aar 13, 1965

Sir

a u4ust - awr r t be a
I nteerial i te '*vle. Iirtnnce

ardneein, aa a Jg; 2and s r '.' It is
v intotion to atted tids mtin ac e
eera& *eio mil.a. a

ealir wihsm vosr tprtant ir -oe fetn

er crrent tredean mua in devel an finance,

en1 enlouei lbi eat t t % overnorscof

brinnat to the atttion of officials ofyur
overnan whoarepl~~rau4 t att:/ he 1irdsteral

-auce"nrly

(Signed ) George D. Yloodst

ice ')0d

emarm ene escretar of 5tate
iry~ of osre

tonhager i,

leared with M~r. Demuth
I3Friedman/dm
7/13/65



July 13, 1965

yar re ndobtady aareflnro isc to be a
inisterilu, Iewting, o~f the DeveOp-Ment Assistance

~rd ee 1- Trie n bl 2 d ::, 195. t is
wr intention to attend this meeting *ccoMpaned by

pparation for tn~i±e reetir, ich wll be
Aeali with same very imp±tant isues affecting

the dw i ; co tris, a er clIn a stats"nt
on cirrent trends ad outlook in developmnt finace,
whIc' I v- you il find of interest. This letter
and eneleeure is being, Pont to the Bnk. Governors of

I ildwreciate~ it if this d irt wre alo
to the attention of tiose oficials of yor
nt are planning to attend the OAC 'jInisterial

Yourvs ineeely,

(Signed.) George D. VioodS

:.earrm, D.tardo

Emainsure~

~rnster ofFnne
pat nt of ice

Cleared with Mr. Dmuth
ISFriedman/dn
7/13/65



~July 13, 19X$

As you w adbtedly war thwre is to be a
,4nisterial 'eting of the Develormt Assistance
cmanittee in Paris x July 22 and 23, 1.5 It is

rey intitan to att4ni thie meeting aceanipanied by
several senior officials of the Sa*.

In preparation for this settre, whch will b
dealing th soe very imortant irs affectin
the developing countries, I am enlosing a statamnt
oi eerrnt trens and outook in develonnet finace,

wieni -eliev yov will find a interest. This letter
and nclwoure is being sent to the 3ank sovenors of
te DAC countries and Smden.

I vWald appreciate it f thi 5dcurant wre als o
brouht t ta4ttenton of thseoficials of you

Goernmnt who are plang to attend the DAC 4njisterial
Metng.

Yours inm-rely,

(Sign1ea) George IL- Vo

George '. Wods.

Andre Dquae
M initre de i
linistare des Finances
12u e de la Loi

ussz8els
Begitan

Cleared with Mr. Damtth
ISFridmani/dm
7/33/65



July 13, 1965

My dear Mr. Minister:

AS you are undoubtedly aware there is to be a
Ministerial Meeting of the Development Assistance
Cormittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965. It is

y intention to attend this meeting acompanied by
several senior officiale of the Bank.

In preparation f or this meeting, which will be
dealing with some very important issues affecting
the developing countries, I am enclosing a statement
on current trends and outlook in development finance,
which I believe you will find of interest. This letter
and enclosure is being sent to the Bank Governors of
the 7AC countries and Sweden.

I would appreciate it if this docment were also
brought to the attention of those officials of your
Ooverrannt who are planning to attend the DA C Miniterial
Neting.

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) George D. roods

George D. W4ood.

Enelosure

rhe ilonorable
Dr. Antonio M. ?into Barbosa
Minister of Finance
Ministry of ?inance
Lisbon
Portugal

Cleared with Mr. Demuth
ISFriedman/prl



July 13, 1965

As you are undoubtedly aware there is to be a
Kinisterial eeting of the Development Assistance
lommittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965. It is

my intention to attend this meeting accompanied by
several senior officials of the Bank.

In preparation for this meeting, which will be
dealing with some very important issues affecting
the developing contries, I am enclosing a statemnt
on current trends and outlook in development finance,
which I believe you will find of interest. This letter
and enclosure is being sent to the Bank Governors of
the DAC countries and Sweden.

I would appreciate it if this document were also
brought to the attention of those officials of your
Government who are planning to attend the DA1 mnisterial
Meeting.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) George D. 7oods

George D. Woods

Enclosure

His. Excellency
rgVe Lie

Minister of ;ammerce and Shipping
Ministry of Commerce and Shipping
Oslo - Dep.,
Norway

Cleared with Mr. Demsth
ISFriadman/prl



Jar13, 1965

VV dear Governort

A - you ar undoubtedij aware there is to be a
Miniatrial Meeting of the Development A5sistane
cAnittee in Paris on July 22 and 23, 1965. It is
Mr intention to attend this meting acomied by
several senior officials of the ~1ak.

In preparation for this meting, Whih wi be
dealing with some very important iaues affecting
the developing countries, I am enclosing a statemnt
on current trends and outlook in development finance,
which I beliove yo will find of intrest. This letter
and enclosure is being sent t the BSank Governors of
the DAC coruntries and :weden.

I would appreciate it if ti document were alvo
brought to the attention of tnose officials of your
Governmn t who are p-lanning to attend the a .initorial
meeting.

Yours uincerely,

Geore ). Woods

D)r. - aido ':Arli
Governor

Via Nasionale 91
Riome
Italy

Cleared with Mr. Demuath
ISFrienar/pri



July, 13, 1965

Am y-e are udtlbtedy auwm there is to be A
tinisteral! Meetn or the Deveopen Assistanc
c tte inW Pr . an y 22 d 23, 19(. It Is

seen -enio bvcasoftaak

Tn -pra~ion for thiv smting, which iul11 he
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iich I belieM y dIl nd intrt c lett
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I id arciate it if tdo domnt vwr alo
~aroughnt to thea attont4,an of thoe afficials of you
14mmrrmt vh arm plannrrn to attend the DAV 1iranterial

- r

Ifiniter of v Inanc



July 13, 1965

As you are undoubtedly suare tere is to be a
Iinisteria. estin~g of the Develpment Assistance
Comittee in Paris on Juy 22 W-n 23, 196, It is

wrW intention to atterd thi aating acc xpaied by
sevral senior officials of the Ban*.

in prepaation for this metingr, which will be
dealing with gsma very important issues affecting
the developing countriaa, I am enlosing a statamnt
n current trend and outlook in developmnt finance,

which I beUv you will find of interest. This letter
an en osure is being sent to the Bank -omrnors of
the DAC countries and Swden.

I would apprecIate it if this document mr also
orought to the attAntion af teose officils of your
ve-orinrt who- are planning to atten the !IA inisterial

seeting.

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

nelosure

Dr. Wolgang Slwitz
Federal Minister of Finance
!!1melpfortgasse 8
Vienna I/
Autria

Cleared with Mvr. Demuth
ISFriedmax/dh
7/LV65



Juy 3, I965

Syu are undoubtedly aware there is to be a
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Yeur 11ncerella

(Signed) George P. Woods

nc sure

to kuzda

hav ofJapan

mehngon I e..
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July 13, -5

drw on * Mr. Secratur

A yO are MdOu7bedtv Xuere ther i to te C.
Luidetartsa Hawting of ttD* lasn sssac

d , n I ar m July 22 md L 1965. It is
vW Intaiim to eteed this roeting; encmpnid
smveral senior :XXIAi of th "mi.

In kzprrtia for this reesxtIng, dih wIll be
dealingl with sasme impo JjxrtAit4 isem i~tn

the devutop4n ontis Xn encosing a stat.mnt
on current nd d actiwk In develpment .nne,
idd; ch I belivm yw v=l fIndLx of interest., This letter
md anosm is being sent to the n oenr of
the DA, etaed tedn

I wal ageite' fMedoe ter aLc
M',t +the atterme # oe '^9o ,

(Signed) George D. WoodB

Gep . ,ood

Tha anea te

united s TXIhO.W
soo rannaylvansa AVFA., 4

Cleared with lkr. namt
IS9Friedman/dad
7/13/65



July 1l, 1965

My dear eernr:

As you are ndubtedly a.ware thre im to be a
Ministerial Meating of the Development Assistance
'omi- 4te In Parie nc r Jul 22 a nd 23, 19. It is

my intention to attend this Meeting aocompanied by
several senior offiIala of the Bank.

In preparation for thid mOting, which will be
dealing with som very important issues affecting
thte developing countries, I Ai elosing a stataent
on current trends and outlook in developmnt finance,
wnich I beliava you will find of interest. Tnis letter
and enclosure is being sent to the Bank Governorb of
tt* DA', countries and Sveden.

I would appreciate it if tais document were. also
brought to th attention of those offiials of your

overmeant who are ple.uning to attend the DIA Hinisterial
Meeting.

Your. sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

2corge D. Wooda

E .nclosura

The Right Honorable
The Earl of Gromer
Governor
Bank of -ngland
Threadneedle SItreet

London E. C. 2
England

Cleared with Mr. Demuth
ISFriedian/prl
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Meors. P. Lira, N. Neuvin1e, Haley July 8, 1965

Irving 3. Friedman

Multilateral Investment Guarantee

I think you will be very meh interested in this and

more particularly how it affectr our thinking on the Suppliers

Credits Study and proposals.

Attacamnt

ISF :prl



Mr. Demuth July 9, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Organizational B2lletin - DevelopMent Services DppartMent

I thought you might be interested in seeing Andy's comments.

I would gather that in any case it is too late to affect the

Organization B1letin.

Attachment



Mr. Adler July 9, 1965

Irving S. Frieduan

A&ricgan Mnasgsunt Association -)Mting July 1921, N York

Mr. Kmaarck sent along the brochre on the abov meting

and I propose to send Bimal Jalan to attend this. I believe

your office handles the registration. Thank you.



Mr. Lejeun Juay 9, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Absences During h Swvwr

Since I know you are trying to keep a chart of travel plans
of senior officials I feel you might be interested to know that
I am planning to be In South America an Bank business during the
first three weeks of Augpst, and, hopefully, for a week's holidaq
after that.



Mr. Kamarok July 9, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Aplication frei A3slio Petrel

For urgent attention: This looks like a good applicant,
and I thirak it ought to be handled on an urgent basie, parti-
cularly since we have fussed so much with Latin Aaearian
Baocutive Directors for not ecsing up with good candidates.
If you are not interested I will look at thi8 onw tryelf.

Attachment



Mr. San Miguel July 9, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Application frcm Mr. Petrei

Thank you very much for sending me the application of

Mr. Amalio Petrei. We will be looking into it.



Mr. Bsial Jalan July 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

BIS Anmal Report 1964-6'

Your draft On above subject: Needs an introduction which in
effect indicates that it is a reply to Mr. Woods's request.

Also, please do a brief suasary of the last two points.



Mr. Sarma July 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

RepJenishment of IDA

Please send me a note as to whether Mr. Mls on's comments have
already been taken care of in one way or another in the revised
version.

I do not want another version but rather wish to know how to
speak to Mr. Wilson about this.



Mr. chanfournier July 8, 1965

Bimal Jalan

Studies

In response to your request of July 7, 1 give below a list of
studies now in progress under Mr. Friedman's dire ction:

1. A report on the UK/8udish Scheme on Compensatory Financing --
this is for UNCTAD. Messrs. Gulhati, Sciolli, Thalitzs, Hablutel,
Macone and Isaiah Frank have been working on this. This report is
expected to be out in a month or two.

2. A study on "Suppliers' Credits" - I understand Messrs. Pereira Lira
and Nespoulous-Neuville are going to talk to you about this study.

3. Capital requirewmnts of developing countries -- Messrs. Avramovic and
Sundrm are engaged in the task of refining the methodology of the
preliminary study that was circulated to the Economic Comittee

h. A chapter an "Major Developments in the World Economr" for the Annual
Report. Mr. Kochav has been attending to this. A draft of the chapter
has alreaty been circulated.

5. In& Replenishment. Mr. Sarma has been working on this. A draft of a
chapter on this subject for the Annual Report has been circulated.

This, of course, is only a list of major studies; apart from these,
the economists on Mr. Friedman's staff are engaged in a number of other
continuing assignrents: Buropean capital markets, U.S. and U.K. balance
of payments, liaison with DAC Working Parties, Proceedings in UNCTAD,
working with the Economics Departaent on Bank economic reports, etc.

ct Mr. Friedman



Mr. Kamarek July 8, 1965

Irving S. Fridman

Cable from Mr. Dudley Seer

I would appreciate if someon in your Department could

check this out as Mr. Hulley, who worked on it, is now away.



Members or the Econmio caumittee July 7, 1965

IrvingS S. Friedman

I would appreciate receiving from ya a list of tbe people

in your respective Departments or groups who are regarded as

being engaged in economic work and their current assignments.

I intend to have a discussion of the Econouimi Committee

on the economic work being done in the Bank.



Messrs. Kamarck, Avramatioc, Sarma, Pereira Idra, July 7, 1965
Nespoulous-Neuville, Jalan

Irving S. Friedman

UK/Sedish Prposl drafts.

I would appreciate if you would give this a very high

priority. I hope to be able to discuss it with you at the

end of this week or the beginning of next.

Attachients

Chapters 1-5



ikles July 6, 1965

Bimal Jain

DAC Expert Group on "Analytical lbehnignes in pital Pequirements
Studies" - eting of July 6, 1965

Mr. Sinrum and Mr.Oulhati are to be in Paris on July 8 and 9, 1965
to (a) attend the meting of the DI 'Xpert Grwtp, (b) to meet representatives
from German Goernment in response to its desire to discuss the Bank study
on capital requirements. The meeting wsu called to discuss the Bank's
attitude vis-a-vis the DAC EiCpert .Voup and to provide gnideliwnp to
its representatives to the forthcoming meeting. Messrs. Friedman, Kamarck,
Avramovic, Suidrum and Gulhati attended.

Mr. Kamarck said that it was inadvisable for the Bank to get involved
in DAC studies - irrespective of whather they were written by an aerert
group or a working party. Expert groups are no doubt intended for
discussions of technical issues, and as long as they confined themselves
to these issues only, he had no objection to Bank participating in these.
But in fact, the Expert Groups do get into matters of policy; and in this
connection he referred to the recent interim report of the DA group on

Analytical techiques .......... " which had a detectable policy bias, and
to the agenda for the forthcoming meeting, which raised all sorts of policy
and 'country' questions.

tr. Friedman said that the purpose of the De Papert Group, as he under-
stood it, was only to try and assess the methodology of the various capital
requirements studies and no more. The meeting to which Mr. Sundrum and
Mr. Gulhati were going war different from the meeting of various working party
groups which discussed various country situations; it was doing a specific
technical task, and the Bank should contribute to these discussions.
Mr. Friedman, hover, appreciated Mr. Kaarck's fears that an xpert Group
might nevertheless find itself taking a stand on major policy issues, but he
hoped that the Bank's representatives through their contribution to the
discussions, would try and prevent it from happening.

Mr. Oulhati said that the Ixert Group no doubt discuss policy aspects
of questions under consideration, but only in order to explore the consequences
of various alternative policies rather than to arrive at definite policy con-
clusions. !Thse technical explorations are meant to help the Working Parties
and Ministerial delegates in decision-making, but he agreed that the drafting
of the agenda submitted to the Bank perhaps gave the erroneous impressin
that the Fapert Group might take a stand on substantive policy issues, but
this is certainly not the intent of the present Epert Group. Mr. Avrmovie
also supposed the view that the Bank should participate in these technical
discussions, but stop short of getting involved in country discussions.

Lming up. Mr. Friedman said that the Bank should stay in the Oxpert
Group, but only insofar as it was meant to discuss methodolog. If the
Bank's representatives feel that 'methodology' was being used to discuss
policy questions, they should not hesitate to point this out to the Chairman
of the group.

cc: Messrs. Friedman, Avramovic, Kamarck, 3undrum, Gulhati.
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DRAFT: ISF13J - 7/2/65

R. Numbers in Development

Compared to the first five thousand years of civilisation's existence,

the present day movement on the part of the majority of the human race to

overcome the miseries of poverty, and the commitment of the privileged minority

to aid in this struggle, may well be te distnguishing feature of our age.

While the general nature of the developmnt Process and the specific problems

that arise during it are fairly widely recognised, there is not yet an adequate

appreciation of the dimensions of this problem and the sheer scale of the effort

required to cmbat it. I would here try to go into the world of what I call the

"big numbers" in the hope that this would provide a perspective to the problem

of development and an appreciation of the magnitude of crisis facing the world

today. The "numbers" I refer to are global numbers cuapounded of different

kinds of individual country situations, but they also provide the background

against which developmnts in arx one particular country can be discussed. /

The world of today is clearly divided between two groups of countries in

the sense that with very few exceptions, countries can be classified as either

developed or underdeveloped. It is roughly estimated that of the 2,400 million

people on earth, about 1,600 million are living in the underdeveloped world and

half as mar in the developed world. These 1,600 million people living in

underdeveloped countries, however, account for less than one-sixth of the total

gross product in the world. Figres for 1962, which is the last year for which

gross damstic product data are available, show that the total gross domestic

product of developed countries was about $1,000 billion compared with $175 billion

for the entire population of underdeveloped countries. As a result of thisces-

bined disparity -- in population as well as in productvity - the per capita

income in the developed countries is more than ten tims higher than the per

capita inmema in the underdeveloped countries. In 1962, for the countries

4I Ojr to indicate only the rough orders of magniTde and to facilitate
e on, I shall use round figures throughout.
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belonging to the formr group, the per capita estimated to be around $1,500,

which for the latter countries only about =25.

Over the post-war period, underdeveloped countries have been working hard

to increase their incaes -- the marginal rate of saving or the proportion of

inoame-increases ploughed back into investent in countries has been as high

as 30 per cent. TW undoubtedly is an exceptonal figure, but it is a fair

generalization that underdeveloped countries have been trying, and in most oases

succedn, to save more and more of their ineoms.s In fact, recent studies show

that the total national incoe of underdeveloped countries is growing at slightly

higher rates than that of the developed countries. Growth rate in the developed

world has been arund 4 per cent, in the underdeveloped world as a whole just a

little higher. bt unfortunately this advantage is cancelled by a higher rate

of population growth in the underdeveloped countries. In tenms of per capita

inams, the growth rate of the developing countries has been in the region of

2 to 2.5 per cent.

This reveals the critical nature of the problem -- the gap in the standards

of living between the two groups of countries has been widening, despite develop-

mental efforts of the pest few years. First, in terms of absolute level of gross

national product -- the gros national product of developed countries is growing

anrually at the rate of $40 billion, while that of developing countries only by

about $10 billion. In percentage terms, as I have said earlier, growth in under-

developed countries has been flightly higher than in developed countries -- but

the point is that the developed countries have been growing on a much larger base,

and so in absolute terms, the addition to national product in developed countries

has been much higher than in the underdeveloped ones. Secondly, the ga In the

per capita inaome levels in the two groups of countries has been growing at a

faster rate than the gap in the national product, because of the much higher

rate of population in the underdeveloped countries.
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The problem that faces us todq is to help these underdeveloped countries

to grow Just a little faster - in terms of their total domtio prodUCt and

their per capita inom. I do not under estimate the complexity of the problem

and ther are a great mar tings that the underdeveloped countries have to do

for thmselves in order to promote their rates of groeth, but ant of the critical

needs, in the provision of hich the developed countries can join hne, is the

need for capital. One of the few was to break out of the well known vicious

cirole of "low savings and low productivity" that the developing countries find

themselvw in, is for them to be able to call on other countries to make a

portion of their own savings available in the form of loos and grts, and

the help alleviate the shortage of capital.

Ibe magnitude of the difference in the capital avai ties in the two

groups of countries can be seen by cu4paring the level of gross fixed capital

formation, or the aount of investzent underta in developed and developing

countries. For 1962, the gross fixed capital fssaton in the developed

countries is estimated to be over $200 billion. In the United States alonw it

was close to $90 billion. For the entire vasedeveloped world the figure is

considerably less than $20 bIlion. At the present tim o guess is that

invewtent in the developing countries is running at about $25 billion per

year at the utmost, uhereas in the developed world it is probably running at

about $250 billion a year.

This is an important "big number". The figure for the total output is a

result of past activities, it is the level of rew invwestments which gives us a

clue to the future. Is this figure of $25 billion in investment in the developing

countries satisfactory? I don't think so. Te gross capital output ratio in

the undewdawloped countries, which gives wn indication of the productivity of

capital is estimated to be around 3.5 per cent. en for a modest 5 per cent

growth in these countries, this gives us a figure for the desired level of
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investment of between 17 - 18 per cant of Grosa 'atoa Prodaot. The present

ratio at gros5 investmnt to nross Ntioa Produt falla considerably short

o ti.,

14a~t rakes the of foreii capital even more crucial i tMat it is not

Only One of SmentAry inadequate dxmstic saving to finae a reasonable

level of investment, but also £nrasing t1e availability of foreign exchage

ith ifth these contrite can buy essential im-iported goods, wmich tha can't

produoe tbmelves. These cointries are in fact doing their best to economise

the use of forign exehange, for exmple, rest of these have restrained the

imprts of consumer goods in order to be able to spend a geater part of their

foreign mnous an capital goods. But unortately, while their needs fCor the

imports of foreign goodm to smpport their domestic investment has been con-

tirnceSly increasin, their exports have been mor or less sluggish. During the

last ten years (1954-1964), the exports of develping countries " a group have

increased from about $3 billion to $35 billion. Tring the saw period the

exports of developed onmntries increased by $62 billion from $53 billin in 19%

to O15 bMion in 196T . %ause of the cmp arative sluggIness in the eqports

of development countries, their import capacity has been severeig reatrictive,

thus liiting their developmnt effort.. Tt is in this field of foreign trade

that divergence betwen different groups of coumtries within tho underdeveloped

countries is most marked. Ree the limited growth in exports has been genraly

confined to a few oil prodnoir or s 1ar1 placed countries, uhile other

ooantries have been experiencing virtual stggnation in their import capacity.

ainze the fifties the developed countries have been extending assistance

trough loam and rants cIah has helped the developing countries to bridge the

gp betwmen eports and iMorts an the one hand, and daosetic investumt and

savings on the other. The total poss financial flws fran develoed into the

developing countries has been in the region of 11 biUim a year over the last

three years. If cn talase out roughly 2 billion in czetiSation paguents fro the



dewloping countries, w get a figure of about 9 bili. Frthwe incoe

payments (interest and dividende) fran devmloping countrie ae estiated

to ham amoanted to 4.5 bilion. 3o we get a figure ot abou t1.5 bilUion

showing not tranfer of financial resources frm the deelopd to a developing

country*

This brings .r to qr last "big nwaer" - the growing burden af interest

&n amortisation peyints on developing ountrias' balane of ps *ents. It

is estimated that the total external public debt of alI devloping contries,

inbudtng short-term debt, is well over $30 b)MIon at present# and amortization

and interest peymnta on this debt iay be nearir -% billion a year. The debt

thus foms about 15 per cont of the combind national product of these countri*es,

and debt servicing about 12 per cemt of thefr total export ewninge; for same

individual cotris, the proportione are mch higher.

The magnitude of this global probin of underdewvelopment is a measure of

the effort required to overcoau it$ I have tried to put these "big nmbers"

togetrr in this short paper in the hape that this would provide th broad

tramew* against which major decisiaons regadin nature and terms of develop-

ment assistanae would be made.



c- - Mesers. Avramovic
Full Addreas

Kamarok
Mr. udley 3rs
Diractor of General Economic Planning
Min.tr7 of Overseas Development
Eland House, Stag Plaos,
London . W. .IND.

u 26, l966

in response to your letter of 1th Jun6, I Am sending you
herewith ma~terial which T hop anwrerv mur requet. It onsista
of two nets of data %

(awh first aet applies to the relation beotween the
IFUD and the leas-developed countries only. It
includes IBRD disturamnnts to themo, ma amorti-
zation and interest reweved fro toia. "e dat
are represented on the enolosed chart, wihot I
believe it the, one Ge*offrey W-ilson sh~owed you.

(b) 'fas socondw set describeas the relation betvwn thie
IMI10 &nd all 'ntie.rt 4inetade diexburemnta
mortisation an interst; resrvma; capital Ub-

scriptions; borrowingay and innam. Imeone from
Inves~tmnta and frco loans are shown esparately.,

WXso of the data, lmn Un w the chart, have not been
published ia their prsmt form, we no reason w. they osat ;w, if

YOU fOel it Woul be helpfaUl.

,onerning- other relevant aterial on the Inareaing burden of in-
d-otedness, I am r you will have sen our recent publication .aonoaic

vwth and Excternal Debt by Dj. Avrmvie and assocites (Jonaw Fpinsa,

I op yu will lot us knw if we can contribute in an other way.
.. e will certainly be glad to go over of our work with membewvo of tW
"Monsamic 5tenn Aaff, anticipating a flow of informtion and ideas in
both~ directions. It does not appear that any one tIm in better than awther,
except as 3oncrns the umbaer of us on Wan to reive you. Daring the period
from Ue last week of July through th, first wok of Septeabor several persons
I aong, thom., -will be absent on minins and holidaya. Poriaps late S eptahbar
would be bost.

with all good wsh

Mr. Dudley Se ers lring . Frieda

Ministry of Waraeas Dovelopeent
140101n ". . 1.
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Tba Va* baA m nis arted Me r~t 1as asan3w

1. the tus beso peas umey a oai Prpaa - thVak

Otatt Xepart poits ta* e am# varso that a gaotstasy rate or 6CMassa

pore fa w e dth e pn camnrase demv upon capital iun a namwte

mch largar an haM besetae bown uftablwtan m oanaxstal tenw and

o=as, that it Is not petiat2U roWat to aspet deopwmt asistnc

a Va VADealn tA m' AIed to be amda Ma"'a 0tatgh Me L4a y

2. To Vde WiAl onaW lb09Nitz had propsed the ggenhwAhoiiSA a inte.

smtiwaal intwwt eulzto 9UM and a senaideranme opanat of A resnaee

($3 bilan am a Its yew partad) ofanotat&m at Auedi tae tUe-

attemet capital andasta bWWa idth a Internationalt eates. !TDA uam to

bvws Aom at te mae tt at at nt t and laid it to esaapias eomtries

at I par at, ta lntee t eT4w to beW ty an ntermt agqasiaa-

tem fwnd. tho Rd o3tT, bow~* mom as difficuttia In ta piwuatit n

Ot PMprea V no6 to s lt Of 1M * Ui he gaatiam wheter *trnue cmwU-1t*

wdU be *ibt to aUo1 ass to at ospitW vmares in V geatities

eAn gd ithe prrwml. This, of assee, in a atr of politAla jaunA

m Va part oft as awea aawnraan It, hawa, tes aawe caitriss cam

be aumes to be ppari to obtain sh an export capital, it lo suggeted

hIM Vst 0a e of t thr distifIaltt aMit u4a e WA4t ProponSaI

(eg. banne it the market In taswtta Into IIA basn# or altamst~sety,

4gw to the 'ak' credit stading it mt we to bonw for te purpaw of

lexdig to a sof- agemoir s oh -MO the i*rent difficatite in istituting

Yet Asammr fund - to cor V* ataer difrret~a - en be wrm be unsag

to adat~ g ntan sbanal s. nmnsta maaar to insamnt te asen an

of 'We Sasen"ts ida*
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3. It is enugssted that,-

(a) the IneroAse in borrowing in the private capital markets ahould cow

twough I-D and used by ThRD to epnd its present levet of activities (an"

not re-lent to IDA for the purposes of expanding IA activities). IBRD would

cntime to land at the present rate of interest - at a rate ttle highlr than

at which it can botow. Per usuh an inrease in BRD activities, no w system

of gCarantees weald be required since it alread has a considemble rasgn of

bera"Ing capaity in emee of it present level of borroang realting frem

the as of its uncall 9 portion of mosbor subeariptlns to the Bank's capital

in relation to its outstand Ianebtednoes, and its fluunaial record Includin

the aocumalatden of special ressrves. It is proposed that the a* Wbould Laoreas

its borrowing tar $1 billion a year for the nxt ten years, over and abov its

present level of lending.

(b) Oak's bandng policy for tiA# *aapphementall ling~ wold oantin to be the

samn as for its noral lending - for projects and far program., If the fta staff

onsiders it suitable. No relaxation in the stmiade, at project appraisal or

the purpoass for hiach lasse are used is contempWlated

(c) The novelty of the Hrowita Proposal, of senrae, lay in mobilizing

private capital for development loans on 'saft' rather than conventional terms.

In order to decrease the service burden of Bank loa on develgng ountries it

is gpsted; (i) the average tern of mak loanm for this angemental lending

abanki be 30 yare with 5 yarM graoe ( as noa sugastA4 tV 4rmita for the

epande IDA). Ih ftnk has alr*r made loans on these terms to cartain countries.

(ft) countries sauld borrnw from the axistUa Uk a ama qivalest to "four per

cent" interest differential on these supplinont& Bank le. Canverselr, IDA

instead of landing for specifio project as at prsent would use its present flea

of resoure.s for the purposes of leanding to meot the "ftor per cent interest

differential" on aNh loans. 1ms would have the effect of sakIng the Incidence
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of ank loans lft' an developing countries, withut to involving the ank

itself In 'soft-lending'. IM lona would Aontinm to be on prent term,

only the specific direction of Ume loans would be changed,

4. The attached table ahms that a flow of resowvena equivalent to A321

illian a yoaw into the IDA for the next wsvnty yeaws would support the Interest

differential of four per cent for thIrty years in Bank loans of $10 billian.

5. The =ain advantaps of the present propoea ae believed to bet-

(1) the diffinlties assocated with IDA borrowing on its own or Bank

re-landing to bA (mantomd in the Staff Report) would be avoided. The Bank

standing Ln the capital markets ta unliky to be affected adverely since it

would still contine to land on its present terms and for seifrie projects or

proran.

(ii) go now systen of garantee. for Bank's operation. woU)d be required.

(iii) No new interest eaaliation fund won14 have to be establihod,

(iv) 101 would oontinn to land for sacifie purposes, that is, to mot

interest differential ab Bank approved and Bank financed pomjects. It would

oontlasn to e.ereise its judpont on elaanter aCblUty" for its fuiat.

(v) IBRD would be able to barrow funds t the prevailing rates of interest

in the capital markets abroad even though these rates are higher than 5 - 9.

If the Bank barrws at., say, 6_ in Gerany, it, could land at 6't' to devloping

ountatiea. The actual interest an developing countries balanie of pemuents would,

bosseer, be no a=* than 24.

6. It ma be menticned that in t4.s proposal, as in iarowits, amortiaation

obligationa resulting from this greaty expanded international lending, may create

difficult balon-, of pueynts problems. This probem is inherent in assistance

through loan. and there can be no solution to it iezept in adjusting (the tm of

mking the loan or later as rep agnte fall due) the repsynwnt safodnie of loan to

the portion of foreign eznhmAg aupluse generated tor the projots finanoed and the

pro*oativitq of investmnt in tenre of foreign resawes for the eneono as a whole.



The falineeng able Mowu the ataft of "interet differentes4* 04nlastOe
at 4 pr e t the ascnt otstandn r the 30 Yvar of a loan cc Ia. bUM
it is a at ths6 laen wad be aomga d an th rolodug ps~t five

Yea grwe perid Ond repageant thereette A the rate of 2* per oatt per enm
$or the firat 10 yeas an 5 pr cam per ==w tr the resing 15 yeas.

(la Mau nf. dal.0)

YerJuwxat of les Jan AnaftlUW Prelp-1 inbater
'AUttandtag D!£forential

2- 4000 o
3~ 10000 40

5 10000 40
6 15 000 40

725 975 39
25 950 38
25 925 31

10 25 900 36

25 800 3
15 25 31
16 mo 0
17 50 ?0o 28
1e 50 650 26
19 50 600 24

20 50 550 22
271 20
22 50 18

50 4o 16
50 350 14

25 50 300 12
2 50 20 10
27 50 200 8
28 0 150 6
2 50 100 4

3050 50 2?

the present vas of the s fteenae interst a sential (co 5) dio-
cemneed *t, say, 5 Par cent, in 350D3 Wim- It loonm or a Mim we mde
assY VOWr for the next 1o YMese the diseaunte solas Of the Interet
difrntial far all thse Ios wnuld asnt to mbout W0o milin. This
maant repents~ the present vasae aC $3i2 rd1im contadbuted yaetyfr h
n Xt 20 Y@8. 

for t

T Ibs shaow that if MDA receid contributions o ;w $32 inm yees for
20 peers %hs *an be Qsd to mot ln t ditfwnts0 of 4 per cent on 30
yw lans If 3o Mnum-
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July 1, 1965

DOW Mr. 1awosth,

Thank you vry mch for yonr letter

and enclosure of June 28. 1 look forward

to reading the statement.

May I thank yu again for an enjoyable

lunoh.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

The Honrable
Robert F. Ellsworth
Joint Econamic Comittee
Corpress of the United States
House of RepreCentatIves
Washinigton, D*C. 20515



July 1, 196

Dear Ivar

Theak for your letter of June 21. This ie
Just a short note to let you know that if it is
convenient for you and Ingrid, I hope to be in
Stockholm at the end of July. Present plans are
to arrive Stockholm 7:50 pm fran Paris on Saturday,
July 24, and leave on Monday morning for home. The
reason for the short visit is that Iam leaving the
following weekend for South America. Could you let
me know whether this visit is convenient for you?

I will be attending the DkC Yfinisterial meet-
ing in Paris July 22-24 and have requested reserva-
tions at the Bristol or Ritz. However, if you wish
to reach me in Paris perhaps the Paris Office would
be best.

Looking forward to seeing you and Ingrid again,

Sincerely,

M. Ivar Rooth
Lidingo 3
Stockholm
swoden



Mr. Hulley June 25, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Letter fra Ministry f Overseas Dsvelopnt

Please do a quick reply to this letter, with the assistance
of Mr. Avramovic, the EoonemiCs DepartAnt and Treasurer's Depart-
mant.

I would like to see souething go out on Mondaq at the latest.

Attachmunt



June 30, 1965

Dear Ivar

Thanks for yar letter of June 21. This
is just a shart note to let you kno that it
it is convenient for you and Ingrid, I hope
to be in Stockholm at the end of July. Present
plans are to arrive Stockholm 7:50 pa from Paris
on Saturday, July 24, and leave on the Monday
for home.

I will be attending the DIC ¶Ministerial
meeting in Paris July 22-24 and have requested
reservations at the aristol or Ritz. However,
If you wish to reach me in Paris perhaps the
Paris Office would be best.

Looking forward to seeing you and Ingrid
again,

Sincerely,

Mr. Ivar Rooth
Lidingo 3
Stockholm
Sweden



Mr. Kmarck June 30, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Aimal Report

In comnection with the Anmal Report it might be sensible to
have an informal sub-committee of you plus Drag, Koohav and Sarma.
Kochav will of course be leaving soon. You may wish also to get
some help from Owen on drafting.



June 29, 1965

DOW Walteru

I have Jast received your Utter of June 2 4 ,
and am loakig forward to reading tt enclosures.

It would be difficult to anari hse uher w
are At the aement in ow own study.

Pehaps we might see each athr vwhen I go to
Paris nect. 1-r present plaw are to be in Paris
Juy 22, 23 and the mornin of July 24. As you
probably knas I tried to get in touch wit you
the last t1im I ws in Paris but you uee out at
the country, which I would guess is a rether usual
condition for you. I do hope to see you soon and
have the chance to chat bout =W thnp as In
the past.

With wm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. r dm

MIr. Walter Hil
International ChMmer of CjamSr
38 Cours Albert 1er
Paris, France



Mr. Kmnwck June 29, 1965

IrVing S. FrIdman

%at do you tWine we ought to do about this? We are obviously

way ovwrdue in sending a reply to FAO and as far as I can se ther

was no acknoiledgmmnt of the letter In the first place.



Mr. Barend de Vries June 22, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Please let me have immediately a statement of your
justification for the increase in economists requested for
the budget for the Economics Department.

Please do so before you leave, so that I have a chance
to talk it over with you before you leave.



June 22, 1965

Excellency:

I refer to the "Plan for increasing investment in developing countries"
which you asked r. Edgar uones to give to me. I gather from the belgian
Ebassy in ashington that you are interested in having our comments on the
document .

We have read the Plan with interest. We are very muach in sympathy
with the Plan's objective of increasing the flow of private capital into
the less developed countries. Much of the International Bank's activity
ia devoted to that end, and it is a matter to which we are directing our
attention in a nu4iber of ways at present.

The approach of the Plan, which seeks to facilitate dividend transfers
(and thereby encourage foreign investment) by offsetting the strain on the
balance of payments which such dividend payments entail, is ingenious and
provocative. The Plan contemplates that dividends paid out to foreign share-
holders would take the form of marketable obligations of "an international
financial organization." Since this organisation would probably be the
International Bank, we have given particular consideration to the impli-
cations of the Plan for the Bank. Let me note very briefly a few of the
questions which I see. Please accept these as personal preliminary comments
which it is hoped will be of some help to you.

For one thing, as we understand the Plan, the dividend/bonds to be
issued by the Bank, once in the hands of a foreign enterprise's shareholders,
would be freely saleable by them in world capital markets. Presumably these
bonds would thus be competing with the normal market operations of the Bank,
as well as those of other international instttutions, such as the European
Investment Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank, which draw a size-
able share of their investible resources from the market. Is it, therefore,
realistic to envisage the scheme as providing a new source of finance for
investment in development? A second question is whether the proposed re-
quirement that funds raised through the sale of the dividend/bonds be lent within
the country where the funds were borrowed would impose an undesirable constraint
upon the 3ank's flexibility in lending. A third point is that, since the
dividend/bonds would carry a market rate of interest, the proceeds of their
sale would presumably be lent to the less developed countries at a rate of
interest not too different from the market rate. This would, of course, add
to the debt servicing problems of those countries.

2/



His Ece=llency
Ambassador P. A. Forthoise - 2 - June 22, 1965

1 ag natic'a gratified at aeitor" country is
approaching the problem of the developing world with positive and con-
structive inetin. If, when ynn have oce ! in to Ibe in : : ton,
you would care to come to the Bank, I ahoulid be very happy to talk with
you further about the Plan. Meantime, I thank you for giving us the
opportunity to become familiar with the Plan.

Yours respectfully,

Irving S.*T Fria~n
The Economie Adviser o the Presideit

His Ehxcellency
Ambassador F A . For thoamae
Ministere des Affaires Estrangeres

at due Coinerce Exterieur
2 rue Quatre Bras
Brurxllees i
B LGIUM

ISF:pri'
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niMal Jlan

l dr Sy, sy presented by Mr. Pereira Lira and Mr. Nespoulous
Neuville were discussed.

Mr. Friedman said that it was important to bear in mind that any
scham~ for relation of supplier credits developing countries inter-
ferred with the freedom of action of two groups in the creditor coumtries

-(1) the coverign governent. his is complicated by the fact that for
different countries there is a different degree of governmental interest
in this field. Fcor example, ny acheme which called for intervention by
the U. S. Goverrment in any otherwise unregulated field - principally
banking - would be very hard to accept by the 1.6. (ii) comercial private
interests: We would not want to eliminate this important source of trade
and dovelopment financing. The question, therefore, was - could one formulate
a set of collective rules which would be acceptable to these groups, and yet
serve ifs purpose?

Mr. %ereira Lira's scheme involved putting up a ceiling to the amount
of suplier credits that c developing country could contract over a period
of five years. 'his would ue done through negotiations between the debtor
and creditor countries, and once agreed upon, it would be adhered to by both
debtor and creditor countries. The advantage for the debtor country in this
arrangement would be in being assured of a regular flow of supplier credits
during a five-year period, and for creditors in being able to successfully
regulate the level of indebtedness of any one country to a previously agreed
level.

After some discussion of the various difficulties involved in adopting
either Mr. Lra's or Mr. Nespoulous-euville's proposals, Mr. Friedman
swmaried the consensus that emerged fram this discussion:-

(1) First, it should be recognised tha!t there is a gerndin need for
short and medium term credits (say, one to 10 year credits b and that this
problem of "too much supplier credits" cannot be solved by a total elimination
of these credits.

(2) It should also be recognised that under certain circumstances
countries can get over-indebted, and that there should be some machinery to
regulate the flow of supplier credits to the developing countries. If it in
agreed that a country should be assured of a particular level of supplier
credits per year, the creditor governments or some other agency should make
up for the shortfall. This would be done only if it was agreed that this
shortdall in the flow of supplier credits was not du. to unsatisfactory
policies of the debtor country itself.

2/
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(3) Within this framswork the day-to-daj Operation of the supplier
credits agreemnt should be conducted though a Comittee of Jrperte.
iis Committee would be an operating comittee with the athority to mke
decisions. Also, it shoud be mphasized that this committee would operate
in a mannar waIch does not interfere with the nonaal banking Ad comercial
practices of the participating countries.

This is only a preliminary proposal., and the outlines of this
proposal would have to be sketched out in much greater detail before it
could be presented to UNCTAD or countris for discussion. The question at
the ment was to decide whether P proposal al4ong the above generallines was
practicable.

cot Mesars. Friedmn
Nespoulous-Neville
Pereira Lirai



11r, Genes D. Woods 4ksm 21, 1965

IeVt S. 1rama

a AMOrative cARUsetr 1-1970

I. In omatm uamt te ZA repAntenba worise, the quwtonM hAm

etn been raa n whert is not a patIcal limItti an the projoct
old* to te asau o ama Umt om~d be Int r te M to delopin
countres I, thertetr, oudAt the judgaant af Am&ea Desrteents in otder
to obtain estimte regarding the vahan of project pavmteWih would

noet Bank/M st-Adads of aa, oer the text five years (1966-70). A
dmamim an the fte 1 anowers to this request mwa hed at teo
nsomtn co'awdttAwj, aid a the beos at of Wi, q irmv ammanw of April 22, 1965
to yo um prepared. IX L, "+ M -**" vIth tm Area Departe&nW bas

We to further reva-t=m In Uwse stbaems # attached taba nsats these
oarges. it may in note taxt prodects itnnated for the Be*ank (uxxhdin

he* for the yea 196!/66, Par Ir. pp mleS o Jam 16, 1965) are -nia
from the wtimtw of I absorptive capanit.

2. the estimte for variam cos cnr difr esoy a t In cposIin*
Sowl e derived frml actual f~tib~y studies of projectej at the opposite
estaree are eotwmits bed anay n judgmnt regading aboarptve capaci. In
pesiAulr setor at te various contr a theIr ablity to produ" projec
dring tis period %kdch woul met Bank/M) atandarde. The dea wre 1ntmenan

to give a rogana&a cc the anAa Wdich n could mund in each
omUy if m tat do were awaIA, and do not, in Vy.sense, represent

a forcat of posaia ZZ aparations In each cowUte mbIin te trammmek of

Its peent resa tchs lb mor abW s In ts present sundards or pret
perfemen or In te veten was intIroded in the dtie.

3. the a1 g"t te attn0em tab ahau the Area Departmente' estiMte
cc towtcl m egeneng QzmCOts cc msoadet rOSIAU.M"i me"Ung te
Us441 Bank/m'M petaMS1MI stnWre The Afria, Par EAst oid wtenm a

phar Deartsan tdtwt rpent he cast of an1 prOet rmabeI+U a

meetng Bnk/metenxde to which sees external finenming fron the 'Uorld Bank
araup iv =W other source et finame cad be att*-aea- The other Axe& Departo-
mmnt hme estimted the costa of ce~y those projects for OMah thy em possible
Mk rinaning.

4. "aS1 indieatesme b Area Department jUdawai wu t
probabU ra a ,r fmina Mn In counriezs bich ame now amoldi'd*Idb
for rm Ssistene. Mtityfor ZV assisane w based on grounds oflack
et credituarUines and low per capita inocale, but without refsance to each
country's paX're.to P = the axUmpt tAt pmartAnn %dn be aenam
vathsfeetay In & a wconties durIng the cesse at te newt £2vo yoes Za

masaev, %he total of 'Voib rA c*%mmUamh In individua ountries ws
obtained tw dividing bv two the total cost at tase pendecUs to iaih ID
fensnert abana be att.»-a. Th tb c woess baseer the =t share in the
totaml cst et IndivIdua pmat ponnmWita bas been take to be nare than

50 pr cent for those cmfl uhich bas a sev Ieek of danestia savings
in eoder to Inabste saan lonel ausean finnaing, or less than 50 per cent far
those caustrino each stil posses saos capecity to inour Indeb1"tnAnnn at Can-
WALNuesa tenas



11. asogg DO weieo AM 2 - un R 15

5. 2he U320 WVOMerg y t o asene ainGne MI cenriwo. It ud
been bee InterestIng to Oetteste *at tas Aposetus assat er acaai-
imen U armd lack 114m If mm of te senxmnt crateU (*per espita iame

Aav 101a lor at ituartnsee") mme releaed. n12=mIm at asemt-
unremmg" criterIan vead ba"e tina wsd the leol af MA finmaUin eitAe

bwa GC a cnneee (**g., PrOWU, Iteook M 1ma cc the per Owita inm
critwima unuAd bhow resulted In maIdag wme eauntrie nwt Inninded in the

WAm (e01g., aud1, CaMara Measys) elignees for enam*r wistence.
QMtrrMtheD " pWenble lev IOr OfVI oamate n meteed emiteria In.,

hmusmr,* df i bomsn it frmes PaII07 jndsw ta resendin the 4dsiaS
doorm or asIrbU" frm te 3wnk and aor voumwe <C fins=* t4 M&. in raw
at te c=unries Ach womad beense allii fr M a estaene on relamsd
critetta, the present diffmties ame des to sheet m oredtie-ae liquIditV
arisee, idAd ratIemt beay debt eerste pegrent dwUan te net rwa yeare.
"bgx prataem could be mt tgr debt rmucnamed14 with lang periode af gree and

vWsewnt, and nMW WUeZ On IDA tease, but in remVe iWster andph I** countadUe,
Wih are naor prvaX Bn c=Aerles, an aeternrte edIntion to roviding IVA
aredits in order to awse ther pageate positim would be to estand the Grene
perids mn Bank Iaam.

6. 16o tett casO maifo certain CAnbISOs in $bloh pounmaMe=1a
Oft awh we to nahe It WhVd nmil that ter wxnad beam OelibU for TD
aaaistence in the next tes years (e I., oeo (Isopodeall), TInnrmar 3urun
Viet-Nmpn tene). if ame r Vese do becam estanne, the tweee far the poxwibU

2 -=1of IDA eaistance would be camdaraby h:1gbar.

7. The figure in the teabe ohms that tme toti mec preldatian in
Oumntdwe in the Wevtern Mustaphee For Est and Aria we 1%6.3 MinAm or

Uie ", eaad underte :1.3 Mman, loering dbot ",5.0 biann to be finead
bir non-"M sauro or fInm arm F-r"aumh kAi adle East and :trep, %e

"poesmbe"I total at M ~enwt--TU Ir abot 5.6 billi- Far them oawnetsa
It vu nt siuto "doa 00time atorpdntanMM a (both WA

*4l non-TI ,WOn the abov figure inda semeM oud ass in
tbae anties an sound prident besa ve and abo" to Vdating towe of

nnt-r"' RMan0oef atiname,

o. Thus, to fgre for po-sma lawlt r t. egettment in Zm eeontries
OWee te next five 70arM (if thes ue no tiedWtean -n aveia*WIie of fwnds)
Io %6.9 bdman or nary 11.4 M&Ua per annu. Tie does not involve wrr
R&ssumetin Zegarding & tAkn paert at the pase" pradewt fiaenia toy
ofter acnure ( me were.s - V Mrva the anay vam at nmon-n.
vnuama finAc, the VGMfor "poeme" iren or =A Cammtmnts unad"
be seen hlo=e.

9. 7I nlim, I Uk* that tdz axweine, baed en te beet ofxw a
mwr Area Dertmnte, prodider as wit a positivaeanwer to the ques en Uwewn

I-DA waald have enugh projects to sabi ven a trAbah or gwmdreplng at IDA
Ml eurem .

Attoclant

00 r The resident's c'oaui



Abtew ity for MA Asmiten
an estimatedl oo Area Dmertmiant

Tota cost AbeopU
of praosat epacitV for

po0Eibiliti"6 (a) IDA assistamnO

14510
Algeia*640 20

Morootee 360 80
Tnislav* 100 5%

ana 5 155 13
auin"*70 30
Mai 35 15
Dabaw & T0g 60 3%
Sim"r teen so 14
Agr 30 10
Upper Volta 55 38
LAbsria 18% 20
Zat Africa 540 100

75 25
30 50

svtdivssa 205 35

30aameia40 20
Barand20
camaronI1c 30

G.A.R. 25 6
30

cango (Aasile) ns a

115 10
15 101") 10

7~l15 10lritish Onicut 15 10
Fui 15 10
Jordan 150 75

itlna 15 10
Smrina 20 10
N-si* 20 10
syria 10o 50

AdWa 4o 200
U.A.Rq.* 4Wo 200
1Uaet Indiep 15 10



2-

(1) (2)

FAR' EAST

calma 165 82
Korea 550 275
ntd14minee 525 35

Thand= 660 W2

=MUTA AMIA jf 2a22

ins 8,000 4,p00
Pakistan 1,750 950

25
,15

2% 20
123 30
10 5
31

porn647 162

(a) Th Afr!WV Z@ test an w rDMtes n
*a 0Mmn represent the cost or alu project po bilities, obr Area r ieport-

ments* sttes Infta the oost of ay those projects for ich they see
poesIht n* finannig.

* CountIes vbdah ame presently ineligtiU on graands of eithe =nsatactory
peraane -- InahaipLg untled clalm - or politima unestaitAn.

I/ vIla, te total cot of idniibepr~ojes in Africa (ookse 1) presupposes
a very enna*aneeta stepping up an ecnntca aletawo activitioa, at:ateis of

T-D abearptive cepenity in canaan 2 are fairly ennservative since taw are baed on
present availabluva t technical Oasitene.

g/The estdaates of Ma soorptive espaatta in BIritish dnpondarmiaz arm subjqct to
inin ID~q A faUOLeda in*penan"a

J/ The Suth Asia Departaent feel tat In boi Pakisen "andi Uw tee in no
praattaal project litatmn to Hank/M sadIng to those countries. The* figure
of oboma ' vshw the amount of *sag tdh =A cona ansertake In these comUrem
Wi.hout enmowtering MdinnmatM in fir ui otable projeUt or programs for
fi"nnling



Mr. Kochav June 18, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

anmma Repor

I would like you to report at this afternoon's meeting in
rather specific tens., to what ectent our Anrual Report is duplicating
material found in the Anmal Report of the Fund, which is now being
reviewed by its Executive Board.

In fact, if possible I would appreciate a memorandum frem you
on this.



moarss. r , Ssuis Esche , Idea, Wastn m "Je 16, 1965
do Wies, JalAA.

Irdag $. Frisdwa

I would like to h&v 4k Mgting at 5.00 poi. toaal with

al. te. who have lang4d to read the attaaehd. I would

apr iate If you ae2.4 fako n wort to rd this malainadw.

ZSF sprI



Mr. A. Kamarok June 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Annual Report

Please let me have your comments on this before you leave.

Attachment.

ISFspri



wro. ranzs LUa, Arrmis, do Vrias, JAlan, Ja* )h, 1965

Zrving 3. Ftedsu

Asmsal Report

I wouM apprecate if you woul send ycur imnts on
the attached to 14r, Koahay or agr.e3 by Frk wornin, sinwe
I am ascig Mr. lobhv to met with me on thi report at 12.00
noen Friday to preare a version to be cireUted to the

Eoonoade casesittee and othere.

Amgrame roelsivin this ma attend this meetijg ifthe Uw
wish.

cat Msera. xamsIk and tochav.

Attrhmnt.



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023 June 17, 1965

Personal WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Bill:

I was very glad to receive a copy of your Columbia University speech.
I am sure you have been inundated with coments thereon - I hope you will
forgive me for adding one or two of my own.

I would like to say that I agree both with much of what is in the address
and with its basic theme. It ought to be old stuff, but it seems to need
constant reminding that the depth and duration of economic crises are largely
the result of how periods of prosperity are managed. It also seems to be an
obvious truism that needs repetition that the need to follow sensible economic
policies applies to one's own country as well as to others. As an American there
is some comfort in the thought that this feeling of exceptionalism is a universal
feeling as evident, for example, by the many countries that rant against American
protectionism while they invent the most ingenious and effective instruments for
perpetuating protectionism themselves.

I was particularly pleased with your defense of the present international
monetary system and calm but clear criticism of those who find it so easy to
suggest its change in a manner that I believe would destroy many of the advan-
tages of the present system with little hope of replacing it with anything as
good. It is easy to conceive of an international monetary system which would
involve many less difficult decisions in the field of external monetary relations
by the various managers of the system, but I for one have not been able to see
how this could be accomplished without enhancing the problems of those managing
the internal monetary conditions as well as other facets of economic life.

I found myself cheering when you emphasised the need to "avoid any
impairment of the value and the status of the dollar". There are a few points
where I find myself not in complete agreement, but they don't affect the main
thread of argument.

Some day, if and when your crowded schedule permits, I would be happy to
have a chance to chat with you about some of the things we are doing in the
Bank and some personal thoughts on the world monetary system and outlook.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Wm. McChesney Martin, Jr.
Chairman,
Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve Sys in
WASHINGTON, D.C. ISF sprl



Copy of telegram

Mr. George D. Woods June 17, 1965
825 Fifth Avene
Now York City

Congratulations on well deserved recognition and honor stop

As a Columbia man I must say Harvard is showing urmsually good

judgment stop Warm regards

Irving

(Mr. Woods has received degrees frems

1963 - Alleghany College
- University of Notre Dame

1964 - Lafayette
- Bowden

1965 - Harvard



Ana 15, 1965

Der Mr. SOetro,

Thank you for your letter of June 11

Uhich has evidently crosed mine of the

enm date.

In prparing our study we will of urse

keep in mind the thoughts *hich you hae ez-

preseed on this subject, and will be happy to

aand you a copy of the stedb when iti6

completed.

31werey Yom.s,

Irving S. FrTdman
The Ecomca Adviser to the President

Mr. Frarnis X. Scafuro
Vice President - Business Rlations
Bak of America
4l Brood Street
NOW York 15, N.Y.
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Jun 1$, 1965

Dear Sir:

Mr. Woods has requested N to send you

the attached copy of the Legislativ HJistory

f IDA in the U.S. Cangrees for yor

inftemraron.

incerOe yAR,

Irving S. Fridman
The Soaamic Adviser to the President

'Mr. Livingston T. erbAnnht
4853 Loughboro aoad
Washington D.C. 2006
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DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023

WBG ARCHIVES _ 4 19_6

Dear M1,

I ar very glad to got a copy of your
Columbia University speech, Whch has Se.-
ingly not been ignm-ed byr the Presal

I wiad 11k to sA that I age, with
,uch that Is In it and partiaularly dIs'ar
with the critlaes of it I have rOW in t
Pis.o

sm dr if ind awhen your erouded
aohedule perits, I voud be very hap to
have a chance to chat with you about same
of the tlirp we are doing in the Ba* ald
eme personal *aOgh$t on the orid ,mcAtary

tm and outlok.

With wam regards,

Sincerey,

Irving S. Friedan

ffr* 1* MOhMenO Martin, Jr.
Chairman
Board of Goernrs CC the
?ederal reserve Systet
Wahington, D.C.



Mr. Neapoulous Neuvill June U, 1965

Irving S. Fr.dwan

Euopean discussions

I have spoken to Mr. Alter who welcomed the suggestion of your
JoIning the group to Europe to discuss Brasil. You might wish to
discuss this with Mr. Scheidt when he returns or perhaps you could
discuss it with Mr. Sirken if pu plan to be away when Mr. .SchAdt
returns.



June 11, 1965

Dear Garth:

Thanks for vending To a copy of your
article. I think ynmi grasped very vl
the spirit in uhich I tried to present the
material. Incidentally, do you have a
particular detailed study in mind in your
perm1timate pargrph. Of course there
are actually a rmuber of studies going on.

With warm regards,

Sincerely,

Trving 8. Friedman

Mr. Garth Hopkim
The Financial Ts of Canada
1061 St. Alexander Street
Mantral, P.Q.
Canada



ae U, 1965

You vil recall that the other day at lunch we
talked for a moment about which Latin AMerican contries
had received IDA aid. In the past these have beent

Bolivia El Salvador
Chile Haiti
Colnmbia Honduras
,;osta Rica Nicargua
£cuador Paragua|

However, as a result of the criteria used to ration
IDA funds Latin America currently has four IDA eligible
countries. During the current fiscal year (July 1, 1964/
June 30, 1965) the following Latin American countries
received IDA aid.

Bolivia (P15 mllion)
horduras ($Y- million)

I n looking forward to your having lunch with me
here at the Bank on Thursday and resuming our conversation.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Frierman

Mr. Antharg Solmon
Assistant Secretary for Econcric Affairs
DepartUnt of State
Washing ton 25, D.C.



Mr. Kwiarck June 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedtian

OECD oatter - Feeting of EUprt Group in July

I woild suggest that Mr. Gulhati and Mr. Sundrum attend this meeting
to bo held July 8 and 9. I think it would be unreasonable to expect that
Drag vwld be able to go to Paris so soon after his return from Nigeria.

I am afraid I won' t have tim to give camments but I think $tbo
Messrs. Culbat± and Sundrmu, adx probably also Mr. do Vris in view of
the latter's expressed interest in the matter, shiould give csmenta.

cat Mr. Gulhati
Mr. do Vries
Mr. Suxdru



Mr. AEmut Jun 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedn

iatter to Mr. Karass

I thought it wise to send smething like this to Arthur. In
the meantim I am having various peoplw try to absorb the material
and draft possible replies for positions for us. I mst sar it al
seems "Alice in Wonderland" stuff to me. I think the people in
Europe who are following the stuff met be wadUlly uninportant to
find the tim to keep up with it, or is it simply being largely
ignored?

Attachment



June 10, 1965

Dear Arthur:

I thought it might be useful to let you know
that we are digesting the recent flood of material
and will be in tomch with yOU again before June 15,
if necssary br tAlephow.

I anot sa that I find it imossib o to imaginm
him all this can be hancled at the next Xmeting and
that governmnts can absorb all this material in time
to give serious reactions - but I exum that yOU
wifl let us know of anv changes in scheduling or the
agenda.

th warm regards,

sinoerely,

Irving S. Friedan

Mr. ArtAur Karass
European Office
IBRD
4 Aveme d'Iena
Paris 160
Franme

o: Mr. Demuth



Mr. ftan~ L, *dadam JUne 10, 196.5

Ivim s. riedwan

22udr nm-adaC Ramne

Thta for yaw auatieoa m countr ooam c reporte. I

do pln to have a meetdng on thiS as soon as oUr wark soib400

pasito.

co1 M. eKmmawok
NMr. do vAes



Mr. mu June 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

OECD letter - Meeting of Expert Group in July

I would suggest that you and Mr. Sundrwu attend this meeting to
be held July 8 and 9. I think it would be unreasonable to 02pect that
Drag would be able to go to Paris so soon after his return fran Nigeria.

I am afraid I won't have tim to give coomnts but I think you
and Mr. Sundrum and probably also Mr. de Vries in view of the latter's
expressed interest in the matter should give comments.

ccs Mr. Kamarek
Mr. 4e Vries
Mr. Sandrum



Mr. Essarck Juno 10 , 1965

Irving S. Friemaen

Correspondence fromi Minister of Finance. Thailand

I think you will find the attached material of interest and
inportance. May I suggest that at ses point you speak to Mr.
Goodman and Mr. Cargill about their Mw 25 letter. I think it
is the sort of letter which you or Bob should have seen before
it went out.

Attachment



Mr. Kawarok June 10o, 1965

Irving S. Friarhaan

amarah fram Ur. A3d4eMreld - studies br the Econuic Departmnt

This is saothing else we have to talk about. Mr. Aldewereld has
mentioned it to me omlly but I will not reply to him until I have
heard from you.

Attachement (Mr. Aldewereld's memo)



Mr. Kamrok June 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD Meetdias

We have a number of requests outstanding from Consolo to tel
him what meetings we will attend.

Mr. Dell, of Prebisch's group, telephoned to say that he is
coming this Monday to talk to people in Washington about the economic
aspects of integration problems. He would lik to spend saws time
in the Bank and I think it would be wll if we could spend some time
with him.

Could you set up a program starting at 3:s45, Monday, June 14.
Mr. Del will be setting aside the time from then until about 5:45
in the Bank.

Attachment (UNcTA meetings)



June 9, 1,965

Dear Mr. Segavnt

I would lik" to apologise again for

rg failure to eet with you as arranged.

It was of couso du. to an emergoy

situation.

I would also like to may that I had

looked forward very much to the opportunity

of exchanging views with you,# sime there

are so argr things in which we have a

corwson interest.

I do hope that I will have the opportunity

to do so again in Tokyo or in Washington.

Sincerely yours,

Irying Z. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Minoru Segawa
President
Nomura Securities Co. Ltd.
1-1 Nihonbashidori, Chuo-Ku
Tokyo, Japan

cc: Mr. Kondo (for information)



Mr. Kaerclk June 10, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Apropos your marandum of June 2 reporting on your discussions
with the GATT people, it would be fascinating to have for one country,
or a group of countries if possible, the list ot missions which inter-
national organizations have sent to the GATT during the last year on
various economic subjects. Is there ail place where this is known?
Perhaps Dick might know.



Messrs. Avramovic, Kamarck, Kochav, Nespoulous- June 10, 1965
Neuville, Pereira Lira, Jalan

Irving S. Friedman

Assignments

Please read the attached memorandum and follow its instructions.
I regret to have to say that they are not being followed so far.

I would also like to have immediately a list of the assignments
which have been given to you.

cc: Mr. Gulhati
Mr. Hablutzel
Mr. Hal~ley
Mr. Schick
Mr. Sciolli
Mr. Thalwitz



JIun8, 1965

Mir dwEar R aMry,

This is just a note to inquire about your
health. I was Of course sorry to learn about
yOur illnese interferring with your trip, and
do hope that you are making a rapid recovery.

You will rewall the chat we had about all
ta travellitng. As for mvelf I find travel-
ling 1Wry tiring and hope to be able to keep it
down to the minim= necessary to do the job.

If there is ay war I can be of help please
call on me.

Sincerely,

Irving S. Fridrmn

Mr. Abdel El 1Fary
3.2 Insaba Street
Alyandria
United Arab Republic



jan8, 1965

Dow Geoffre%7

I am sending on the copy of w letter to
John IMa2er as prcmiBed. I am sur that you
will leep in mind eennents which I have made
to you on thda matter. I wll be serding an
the other stuf as soon as it is zeay either
directly to ya or with Andy.

iath best wishes for an Interesting trip.

YoursW

Irvig S.Friedman

Mr. Geofre Wilon
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Mr. do Vrie June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedmn

Ietter frM OECD

In view of ouw conversation. I would appreciate your

preparing a reply a this in consultation with Mr. Oulbati

and Mr. Sundrum.

Attaebment



Jum h, 1965

Doer Mr. Abbe±:

Thank you for your letter at Jnos 1.

I wil be pleased to see yo when you
visit Washington cn June 10, and accordingy

hae set an appointment time for 3:30. If
this is Incnendent plows call PTor ffice#
(DU 1-3665), and I wil arrang a aiuaIly
conmendent tim.

Sinerely yaws,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. B"t Abbai
Peabotr Tewace WC.22
900 Meorial Drive
Cwbridge

!Massachusett
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June h, 1965

PERSONAL

Dear Thohallur t

I -;atnr that we came very close to secin ; ca.h other in Basie,
both in time and in distance. T would have indeed been most enjoyable
to have had the chance to see each other. What are the chances of your
being in -ashington? I expect to be in Paris Tugy 22 and 23, and in
Stockholm on the 24th and 25. Is there any chance of our paths crossing
at that time? I tried to get in touch with Wilfried but found as usual
he was out of the country. Did he ever get to the University to give
the lecture as we had hoped?

there i a gre t deal and yet very ltte to report from, here.
On Uthe personal side rou will bo interested to know that Ken has now
decided to go to Earlham. Reid was particularly enthusiastic a1bout
Earlham, it seems that when he graduated from Friends it was one of the
two schools that he wished to go to. Johnny will be going off to Boarding
School. Did we speak to you about the Sandy Springs Friends School, which
is about 30 miles from Washington. As planned both of the boys will be
going to Quaker schools and we expect our house to be filled with "thees"
and "thous" in the future. We do not look f'orard to the house being
devoid of all offspring starting in September, but do hope that true friends
like yourself will be staying with us fror, 'Am to time. Nas Sverrir made
up his mind what he is doing next? Is he thinking of starting a new record
for individual herring catch?

I believe it is fair to say that the work in the Bank has been going
quite well. We have begun to achieve some of the changes we talked about.
However, I am still not at all convinced that thia is the life for me.
Hiowever successful or useful it may be in substance it is too early to say
and I am enjoying iMr working relation. wi- ' od>, ao I don't feel under arny
particular pressure to come to a quick decision. I find my Fund colleagues
these days very sensitive about the Fund, perhap it i just hen they are
speaking to me. My i;uesZ 3a that they think that I regard the Bank as a
superior institution, it puts thiem on the defensive - it's all kind of silly.

I do hope to find some good reason to visit Iceland again. Everyone is
in unanimous agreement that that was the highlight of our European trip last
year. Edna and all else join in sending their love.

With warm regards to everyone,

Yours,



Messrs. Demuth, Kamarak, Chadenet. June h, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

I would like to draw your attention to the attached letters

I received from Mr. Tainsh of Stockholm together with some material

he has sent to me. 1e is a friend of Mr. Rooth's, who recomends

him most highly.

I have sent him a friendly non-committal reply. If you have

anything you would like me to pass on to him I would be glad to do

so.

Attachlment

ISF :prl



June h, 1965

Dear Mr. Tainsht

Glans you for your letters of May 18 and 19,
1965, and enclosures which are m-aost interesting. I
have brought them to the attention of our Agricultural
Division aajd other Dank techniians. I was glad to hvwe
your suggestion that you *rould like to Join the 7ank
teamas making pre-investment survey , and will keep this
in mind.

I do hope that we will have a chance to visit
with each other either in Stockholm or in Washington.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr A. 'Ramseay Tainah
Ostermalmsgatan 61
Stockholm
Sweden



Mr.A. Kamarck June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD - Comittee Meetings 1965

Apropos Consolo's memorandum of May 26 are you proposing

to send anyone to the Ad Hoc Working Party on Commodity Trade?

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck June h, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD Secretariat

You will be interested in the attached. Incidentally

do you know who Mr. Howard Bell is?

ISF:prl



Charles G.Goor, via Mr. B. de Vries June 14, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

A Proposal for Establishing an Expanded Reporting
System on External LEnding

I find myself in agreement with your suggested proposal except
for para. 16. I dontt quite see the division of labor between the
IMF and IBRD either as to the work or why it is so divided. I would
appreciate getting your comments on this.

You may also be interested in the attached note of Mr. Nespoulous
Neuville on this matter. I would think that we had gone too far to
re-open the matter, but perhaps you might have a chat on this with
Mr. Nespoulous Neuville if you have not already done so.

ISF :prl
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Mr. A. Kamarck June 4., 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Stuart Lerner

Mr.Gordon Williams has brought this name to mr attention.

is paper doesn't seem particularly impressive, but perhaps it

might be worthwhile trying to find out more about him.

Attachment:

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck June h, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

UNCTAD Meetings

I would appreciate it if you and Mr. Sarma could make

a recommendation on attendance. Please note there are two

attachments.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

U. N. Conferences 196

I would like to know whether we attended the Meetings

of either the Economic Commission for Europe, or the Economic

Commission for Latin America. Referring, of course, to anyone

in the Bank and not only someone from the Economics Department.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck June h, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Capital Requirements Study and IDA Replenishment Paper

Apropos your memorandum of May 20, I think that you, Gulhati,

and myself, ought to talk about it since I must say I don't find

myself in agreement with the conments.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Cooperation with Fund on Securing better International

Cpaital Movements Data

I don't object to cooperation between the Fund and the

Bank, but I still don't understand this division of capital

between short-term and long-term. Does this make sense, or

is this merely another division of policy?

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarek June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

INDIA

I th5ink you and I ought to sit down and chat about

India when you have chance.



Mr. A. Kamarek June 4, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Consultations'

You will recall that from time to time we have talked about
the desirability of countries having periodical consultations with
the Bank on their economic situations, outlook, and policies. I
believe that we should begin to take the necessary steps to set up
the machinery for conduct of such consultations on a regular basis.

In addition to questions of the content of such consultations
there are a number of administrative procedural questions. As a
start could I have quickly from you a breakdown of the LDC's in the
Bank under the following three categories:-

1. Countries for which annual consultations should be envisaged;

2. Countries for which bi-annual consultations should be
envisaged;

3. Countries for which tri-annual consultations should be
envisaged.

Needless to say such regular consultations do not Aliminate
the possibility of other consultations which may prove to be
necessary. What we are looking for is a frame of reference and
guise-post within which to begin the program.



Mr. Woods

Speak about role of Executive Board and make point that

I don't think that it is possible to succeed in achievement of his

objectives on the broadened role of the Bank unless the Bank is

prepared to accept the practice thtt countries have an opportunity

to consider the problems of other members, and to participate in

the process of giving advice and influencing their economic policies.

I believe the most practical way of doing this is a greater willingness

to use the Executive Directors more regularly in considering countries'

conditions, outlook and policies, otherwise the creditor countries

will develop other instrumentalities for tk doing this. This does

not mean Board involvement or the day-to-day work in the Bank.



TO: His iboellency
M. P. A. Forthaom
Ambassador to the United Nations
Mnistere des Affaires Etrangeres et dDa

Cosrce 2Lxtaiem Irving S. Frieduan/prl
2 rue Quatre Bras June 3, 1965
Brussels 1, EL01M4.

Sir:

I gather from your Labassy here in Washington that you ar

interested in having cnmants to the document which was sent to me

by Mr. Edgar Jones.

We have studied the documnt and would like to mak the following

brief coaments t

WC are very much in sympathy with the desire to increase the flOW

of private capital. We also appreoiate the force of the argument that

the payment of dividends may be a barden on the balance of payments of a

developing country, even though it is highly desirable that such dividend

payments be made and the transfer in foreign exhange permitted. As you

are undoubtedly aware a amiber of various proposals have been made as to

how the standings of the IBRW in private capital markets might be used

to encourage a larger volume of capital flows to the les0 devel*ped countries.

It is, of course, difficult to give a firm Judgment on how the use of the

IBRD's borrowing athrity for a particular purpose might affect its ability

to borrow for other worthwhile purposes. 4e are giving close and continuous

attention to this problem and will keep in mind the comments and suggestions

you make in your proposal.

Since your paper helps to illuminate these difficult problems you

may be assured that we will have occasion to refer to it repeatedly. If

further thoughts occur to us on this matter we will be in touch with you.

If by chance you are visiting Washington and are free to 0001 into the Banki,

I will be happy to have the chance to chat with you further about your proposal.

Yours respectfully,

Irving S. Friedman
The zoonomic Adviser to the President



Messrs. Kamarck and de Vries June 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Visit of Dr. Sen - re. World Food Program. MENT

I am afraid I have neglected this as it came in during Py

recent trip to Europe, and would appreciate a very quick

reaction.



Mr. Husain Jne 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Eonomiic Comittee Meting on Capital Paquirsnanta Study

Your work on and interest in the Capital Requiremnta Study

has been brought to vr attention, and I thought you would like to

attend the Economic Caouittee zweting on it.

Attachment



PARIS : May j, 1965

To: Files

Freus Blaal Jalan

SubjectI: M. Friedmae talks uith Ambassador Egdi OrtonA in Rme. May 12. 196W

You explained the reorganisation of the economic work of the Bank and
talked about the various questions that were receiving serious consideration,
e.g., UNCTAD, the Banko capital requirements stu4y, IDA replenishment. You
briefly mentioned the approach you were taking with respect to the question
of IDA replenishment -- that one should probably start by arriving at some
judgments regarding the total needs of the developing countries for IDA
assistance. Ambassador Ortona was interested and said that Italy had always
been In favor of multilateral assistance becanse it stood to gain from the
international bidding of aid-imports in Bank-financed projects* You said that
you would want the Bank to be more helpful to developed countries in various
ways -- for exaple, by issuing bhort-term bonde which the Central Banks in
these countries oculd hold.



Washinwton, Mar 20, 1965

Tot piles

Frous Bimal Jalan

Subjects VAlk with Unisry or vereas Deve1ont gia2* - M 12.1965

Sir Alan Thadley, Mr. Mason, Mr. Marris, Mr. Streeten and Mr. Frrock
wae present. You explained the methodology and the general conLusian
of the Bank's study on capital requiremnts. They were all very interested
and expressed a hope that the Bank would find it possible to make this study
available to them for their own internal use. You said that at this stage
the Bank would not rush to put the study in circulation een on a restricted
basis, but that you would let some people from the aiastry see the study in
Washington after it has been discussed by the 1bonomic 3oaittee.



Messrs. Rosen, Chadenet, Kmaarck June 2, 1965

Irving S.Friedman

EUROFINANCE

At the suggestion of Mr. Woods I saw this afternoon
Mr. Mare Alexandre, Managing Director of Eurofinance, which is
a research outfit in Paris with an international staff. It
specialises in analysing individual corporations and general
economic surveys. It provides both the regular service and
accepts special assignments.

I hav4 not had a chance to look at the attached material,
but thought that I would send it around to you immediately just
in case you find it useful to speak to Mr.Alexandre who will be
in ashington until the end of this week. He is staying at the
Sheraton Carlton.

I told him that we would look at his material carefully
but could not say how useful it might be in different areas
of the work of the Bank family. Mr.Alexandre seemed reliable
and his outfit comes well recommnded.

I also gather that the cost of the regular service is
about $30,000 per year, the cost of the so-called "Associated
Banks" is $50,Ooo per year.

To expedite this I have divided the material which
Mr.Alexandre left into three parts and am sending it out
simaltaneously to the three of you.

Attachment.



June 2, 1965

Yq dear Monsignor Gremillioni

I wold like to say how much I enjoyed

meeting you. The work which you are doing

sounds most exciting and worthwhile. If

ther is any way I can be of help, plase

cal. on me.

In are case I am looking forward to

renewing our acquaintance and continuing

our discussion.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Monsignor Joseph GrnilMon
Director, Socio-Econeaic Development
Catholic Relief Services
350 Fifth Avenue
New York 1, N.Y.
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June 1, 1965
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Dear Ivar:-

As always I found your letter of May 25 most stimulating. I find
myself in agreement with most of what you say, and I think that it is
deplorable that countries which are burdened by tremendous economic
problems and subsist on what is really a subsistence standard of living
for most of their people should indulge the luxury of armaments and war.
As you are well aware the question arises as to how far an international
institution can go in this matter. It is possible to express personal
views and I guess the personal views of influential people may have some
impact on actual events. However, is the world ready for these international
institutions to act beyond the advisory stage? There is a genuine concern
with this problem in the Bank and perhaps we may find some practical effective
things that can be done.

You mentioned sending a line to Andre de Lattre. He will be going to
India soon and staying for a few weeks, I believe from the 8th to the end of
June, before returning to lAshington. At the moment he is in Paris. His
address in India will be i P. 0. Box 416, New Delhi, India.

I know that you will be glad to learn that we are doing quite a lot of
work on the problem of growing indebtedness. What would you recommend in
this field? As you know I heartily agree with you on the impact of bilateral
trade and payments agreements. The problem for the moment seem. to be,
however, that cammitments made in good faith many years ago have now aocumu.-
lated to the point where present Gvernments find it most hard to deal with
them. It seems to have always been true in the post-war period - and I
remember so many instances of this in practice - that countries were willing
to gamble on the future if some limediate way of coping with an urgent problem
could be found. Well theepast has now caught up with us and we have the com-
bination of the heritage of the past and the continuing present problems. We
talk a good deal about liberalising the terms for financial assistance to less
developed countries but actually only little progress has been made. Again I
believe that it is still very difficult to persuade people of the need to look
far down the road as well as to cope with immediate problems. However, there
is ferment in favor of change.

I am sorry to learn that you have had some trouble with your right eye.
I am planning to be in Europe in the latter part of July, and if so would
hope to be able to come and visit you again in Stockholm. I will be writing
to you when I know more firmly whether I am going and when.

2/



Mr. Ivar Rooth - 2 - Jm. 1, 1965

I am looking forward very amich to seeing you and Ingrid in
the near future.

'th warm regards from everybody,

Yours,

Mr. Ivar Rooth
Lidingo 3
%seden

ISF :prl



June 1, 1965

Dear Ray:

I am glad to learn that you will be coming

through Washington. How about planning to spend

the evening of June 15 with us?

Looking forward to seeing you and with

kindest regards to Irene.

Yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Raymond F. Mkesell
W. E. Miner Professor of Economics
University of Oregon
College of Liberal Arts
Eugene
Oregon

ISF:prl



Mr. de Vries May 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Belgian "Plan"

Would you have any furthercomments on this? The Belgian
Bbassy has telephoned me on thistthat Ambassador Forthamme is
still very much interested in the Bank's views.

Attachment



28, 1965

Dea 1. 1Biens

Thank ymo for yor invitatim to partiipate in a
discu±sson of caita movemnc anX interational mnery
staMlity at the 15th Tod Table on brpen Problew, to
t4 held in, 4aacc on thuef, we and , 9th' T ino I m ry
that I wil be unable to attend peronaly, as I expect to
be in Africa at the time.

-e 11poe t that the discussion u-ll1 be of consriderable
intest to us and wnt to contribute to your tulies.

Accordir, . an accepti; yvour euggeation of sendin a
repreentative from the Bank. :e all be Mr. John irAy-.,
vho works with my Eonmic Adviser, 'r. ivn S. Friedman,
on this subct. We look forward to receiving tae progam.
and related ifrain

Thark ,OU for your kid wishes. P.eae acept nine,
together with nV hopes that the coeren may produce
reulte which will be of value to us all.

George D. Woods

Preuidsnt
Association pour l'Etude dm

Problemms do 1'Brop
7, Rue Lincoln
Parie, 3e

3M:Gey/ISFriedman/d a

cc: Mr. Hulley, Mr. Friedman



Yay 27, 1965

Der Dearn

Your letter of Mag 25 received. The book

of readirg you are preparing eunda very

interseting, and of course feel free to include

:w article m the IhtrnatioEl Monetary System.

Pwbaps you could let an lor when it la

printed so that I could get a *opy for aqself.

Sinwery yOur,

Irving 8. ?riedil~n

Mr. Deas Carson
Senior Econoodst
The Comptronler at the Currency
The Administrator of Natgial Bodko
U#S. Treasury
Weahington : D.C.



Maw 27, 1965

Doar Chars.s

Thanks for the iritation to the 91st Anrmal
Convention of the ABAs, to be beld fra October 3
to october 6, 1965, in chicago.

I do plan to attend and hm accordingly
filled in the application form and sent it of.

Looking forward to seeing yo,

Sinemr.ly,

Irvile S. FrIedman

r. Charles E. Walker
Ebrosutive Vice President
The American Bankers Association
90 Park Avwane
Now York* N.Y. 10016



Mr. Oeorge D. Woods May 26 , 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Itter frM Johan W, Byen

I believ, it would be worthwhile to attend this metig. Both
the subject and the people sound interesting. I would like to
suggest John Huller to attend. He has been working with us on this
subject and his conversational French is excellent.

Attachment
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May 26, 1965

Dear Giorgios

I do want to thank you again for your delightful
reception in Rome. It was particularly enjoyable to
have Doria join us. You both looked splendid.

I have very much in mind our conversations at
lunch and at dinner. The rest of my trip went well
both in Paris and London. I am scheduled to be back
in Europe in June but am trying to get unhooked since
I should stay here and do some work, otherwise the
summer may become increasingly more worrisome. However,
I think I will have a little time in Europe in July.
Needless to say if by any chance I am going to Rome
I will get in touch with you.

Looking forward to seeing you in Washington
and please persuade Doria to come with you.

With warm affection to you both,

Yours,

Mr. Giorgio Cigliana-Piazsa
Vice President
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
c/o, Grand Hotel
Rome
Italy

ISF :prl
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May 26, 1965

My dear Governor:

I want to thank you again for the most pleasant
lunch.

As you probably knOw I passed on to MIr.Woods
the auggestion about investments in sterling
securities. HW is well disposed towards the idea
and is glad to be helpful. However, I am sure that
Maurice Parsons will be reporting to you on this in
detail.

As always my visit to the Bank was the high-
light of my European trip. I do appreciate very much
the kindness and friendship shown to me in these
visits.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Cromer, M.B.E.
Governor
Bank of England
London, E. 3. 2
ENGLAND

ISF:prl
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May 26, 1965

My dear Deputy Governor:

I want to tlhat- ou again for the very piersant
afternoon and evening at the Opera. It is tihe kind
of experience that you remember long after 1he
business 3esons for vititigf arc ootten. I do
hope that .h presence of abaroarian la a bsinea1
suit did not weaken confidenc in th ank o: t:ling.
I also hope hat ig wife and I will have an opportunity
to reciprocate, althou;h. I a1 afraid -we would e hard
put to match ;his lovely occsion.

Hoping to see you soon,

Sincerely youra,

Irving S. Friodm an

Mr. Leslie K. O'Brien
Deputy Goverbor
Bank of England
London E. C. 2
England

ISF:prl
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My dear Rupert:

I want to thank you again for the pleasant
dinner and m st interesting chat. I found the
exchange of views very helpful, both in increasine
my knowledge and clarifying rir thinking. I do hope
that we will have the opportunity to do this again.

I would be very glad if when you come to
Washington you could let me know in advance so that
we could fix some evening together.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S.Friedman

Mr. Rupert Raw
Adviser to the Governors

of the Bank of England
Bank of England
London E. C. 2
ENGLAND
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Dear Merle :

I want to thank you again for the two lovely
dinners and interesting and instructive conversation.
As always I benefited greatly from our talks.

My visit to Lndon was quite onjoyable. I
stayed a little longer than expected bccausie romer
invited me to lunch and I thought that the proper
thing was to stay, even though it meant a relatively
brief postponement of amr departure.

I have just been back for a few days and find
myuelf swarped with things waiting on the desk. 'Mr. Woods
is leaving for Africa the end of this week which, of
course, means that a mmber of things have to be done
on a more urgent basis. However, it is all interesting
and I am learning a 'eat deal so I am not complai.ningl

I do hope that I will have the opportunity to
reciprocate your repeated kindnesses.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

The HIon. II. 1erle Cochran
Hotel Ritz
PARIS, France.

ISF:gl
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Dear Mr. Rainoni:

Thank you for your promptness in recommending
Mr. Hadjiioannou. I will be glad to hear from him.

I would also like to say again how mch I
appreciated the chance of talking to you, and getting
your views on the European situation. They were most
helpful to me in my later talks.

Thanks again,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. A. Rainoni
Manager
Monetary and Economic Department
Bank for International Settlm nents
BASLE
Switserland

ISF:prl



Miss Carter May 24, 1965

Daphne McGregor

TeMporay eave Replacement for Mrs. Low.

Mrs. Lowe will be on annual lea from June 7 through Tuesday,

June 15, 1965. It would be appreciated if temporary assistance

could be made available during this period. Thank you.



Mr. Kamrak May 20, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Information on NUo

I would like the folloving information for quick reference purposes
and I wonder if you could have someone In the Econamics Department put
it together for me:

1. Total "gapm of LDC

2. Total investment in aDC (far latest available year)
(a) private sector
(b) public sector

3. Total foreign capital in LDC
(a) private
(b) governental

4. Total investant of developed countries
(a) private
(b) public

5. (a) Comparison of per capita gap U between loO and
developed countries

(b) A hart an in per capita ina in the major countries

6. Comparison af rate of growth ksd between WOs and developed
countries

7. i. CMParion Of in world exports Smang
total wor

b)LDCs
C) developed countries

ii. A chart showing the rate of growth of exports and imports of
developing countries and developed countries

8. A chart on

( a) t in the burden of indebtedness of developing countries
b) amounts paid in dividends, amortizatim, etc.

9. A chart on price tr*ds in typical developing countries

It would be useful if I could have the above early next week.



Mr. David Kochav a 21, 1965

BiIal Jalan

Annael Repar

The points relating to capital flows that Mr. Friedman would like
to see erphasized in the Anual Rleport are:

(i) The wide difference between the figures for gross and not
capital inflow into developing countries because of the increasing debt
burden of developing countries.

(ii) All that is called "development finance" is not really so -
a certain portion of it is unrelated to development, e.g., PL.8O or
German export credit.

(iii) There is a shortfall in the per year conitment of aid
compared to the need for it.

(iy) A considerable portion of the disbursed aid has not been well
used. This increases the value of insisting on "prformance" as in the
case of the World Bank.

(v) Increasing need for concessional aid.



Mr. Friedman May 21, 1965

Bimal Jalan

Anrual R~epo)rt

I have camnmnicated to Mr. Kochav the main points which emerged
from your discussions with people in ibrope, especially those that
might be helpful in preparing the final draft of the Annmal Report.
I nntioned the points that you would like the Bank Report to stress
with regard to capital flows to developing countries, and have given
him a copy of ug notes on your impressions of arope (to be treated
as strictly confidential) and a summary of ry own talks with the OECD
people. Mr. Kochav feels very enthusiastic, especially since his owm
thinking has been more or less on the same lines as yours. lie expects
to have a draft ready next week, but would like a meeting with you
before he gives it in for typing and circulation.



Paris
Files May 13, 1965

Irving S.Friedman

Conversations with Governor Carli, Banca d'Italia.

I discussed with Governor Carli at some length the question of
captial markets and movements, explaining our intentions with respect to the
next Bank Annual Report. Governor Carli was most interested and approved
of this activity by the Bank. I explained our general findings with
respect to capital flows, particularly the growing importance of amorti-
sation, interest and dividend payments from the LDCs to the creditor
countries and the corresponding relatively semall transfer of real resources
to the LDCs.

I discussed with Governor Carli on a purely personal and informal
basis the possibility of the World Bank being helpful to the various central
banks, particularly those in Europe, by having a wide variety of notes with
differing maturities depending upon legal requirements which could be used
as investments of reserves.* This could be an outgrowth of its present
practices. Governor Carli suggested I first discuss this with Dr. Ranalli.

I discussed this matter at some length with Dr.Ranalli who is the
Director General of the Banca d'Italia in charge of foreign finance. He
was very enthusiastic. He said there was of course no problem with small
amounts, such as $10 million. However, he thought such inve3tmentS would also
be interesting to the Banca d*Italia to the extent of $100 mllion, and guessed
that other European central bnaks would also be interested in these magnitudes.
He felt that the central banks would find this useful from their own point of
view and would also be pleased to make some contribution to the development.
He indicated that it would be necessary for the notes to be "mobilisable" at
any time if they were to be eligible for investment by the Banca d'Italia.
On this assumption, it did not matter what the maturities dates of the notes were.
The preference would be for notes denominated in dollars. He felt that this
would involve no practical risk for the World Bank since, as a matter of fact, if
there were need to use reserves, the Banca d'Italia would first use its deposits
with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and then its holdings of U.S. Treasury
bills which are quite extensive, before using the special investments in IBRD
notes. It was therefore most unlikely that such investments would not be held
to maturity.

Subsequently I had a conversation with Goverbor Carli who said that he
felt that, as a matter of principle, central banks should hold their reserves
with other central banks. In the case of the Banca d'Italia, this meant that
he favored holding all of their foreign exchange other than gold as deposits
with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; in this way it was possible for
the U.S. monetary authorities to react appropriately to developments in their
balance of payments. Thus they could choose to monetize any inflow of funds
or sterilize them if they so wished. In response to sr query with respect to
Treasury bills, he said that he felt that the Banca d'Italia should not hold
U.S. Treasury bills, except to the extent advised %y the Federal Reserve Bank,
although he agreed that in effect they were the asm as holding any special
issue of IRD notes. I then asked whether this would apply to existing holdings
of reserves or only to changes. He said that he had not quite thought of this point
but appreciated that his point of view really applied to changes and not holdings.
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But he still affirmed his principle. I thanked him and stressed again
the personal nature of this suggestion.

I later discussed this point with Mr. Ghiardi, the U. 3. Treasury
representative in Rome, who said that this reflected Governor Carli's view
on the holding cf dollar rerves. 5Aince the beginning of the year, Governor
Carli had been most eager to show that he had full confidence in the U.S.
dollar, and that he believed that central banks should cooperate fully in the
managemnt of their balance of payments. He felt that this was why Governor
Carli had reacted as he did, but was more inclined to agree with Ranalli and
mgself that the magnitudes of any purchase of Bank notes would be very small
compared to the holdings of Treasury bills or deposits. I noted that
bvernor Carli had nade a point that, with respect to the Treasury bills,
it was beet for the Rederal Reserve Bank of New York to decide whether or not
their deposits should be so invested and in what amoubt. We both agreed that,
even if Governor Garli's principle were to be accepted, in practice this could
also be done with respect to any special issue by the ,brld Bank,. He felt that
the U.S. authorities would have no objection to side investment by the Benea
d' Italia of their dollar deposits, but, of course, reflected orly a personal
as well as preliminary view.

I also discussed with Dr.fRanalli whether the issue of special notes
would ffect ther for long-term Norld 3ank bonds. He said that he did not
see any relation between them and that therefore the market would not be
affected. The World Bank bonds were of course not purchased by central banks
but other investors. I said that I agreed with him, but wanted to be certain
of this point, since our primary concern had to be with maintaining the
accessibility of the 'dorld Bank to the capital markets on a substantial and
rCgular be eiu,
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Bimal iTalan 
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Countr;, Notes 

In Gernumz, the recent steps to discourag import o! foreign capital 
have co1nclded in time wittl an inveetment boan and se re shortage of 
da.,estic avings . Germane nevertheless are pleued with u.s. meuuree to 
meet the balance of pa,menta deficit since they do not want growth inthe 
Oeman econ.any to b--, dePf'ndent on th inn.ow or toreicn capital. But the 
prevailing i!\Vestl'!5nt bo""1 has given ri~e to preesures to liberalize credit 
reotra1nts \dth resultant tear• ot intlation. The hope 1a that il Gel."Ul\V' 
can achieve inte nAl equilibri t1 it would permit larger savings; thereby 
facilitating lar r outnov of capital. 

In France. there are signs at a business downturn and a corusequent 
dampening of the intl tionery preeimre, s ch eo t..riat the B. I . s . Annual 
Report this year is oing to call r or credit expanaion in Franc • This 
is interesting in view of the ract that Fnmoh of'!icials have been attribut
ing intlationar;y sures in France to the u.s. balance ot p~ts det1c1t. 

In ~ though there '" been an increase in reeenes and a considerable 
surplus 1iithe balance ot payments during the current year, there is stlll a 
tear of a cyclical downturn in econcaic actint:,. Thia bu renlted 1n 
pressures to relax credit. 

In the therlands. there is complaint about the infiationary blput of 
their balance of pa.yment surplus lddch they- regard u the counterpart of 
u.s. deficit. Governor Holthrop is therefore pleased that the u.s. 11' taking 
corrective measures . 

General Impressions 

1. F.r<1r1 your talks With M:r. Milton Gilbert or B.1.s . , it was your t'Hlins 
t.hat the B.I .S. Annual Report ie un.1.1ke]J" to stres the theme ot :1ntl.atian 1n 
&lrope. 

2. M:r. Rainoni ot :s.1.s. vu cQDCernad about the problem ot adjustment 
in DJ.rope in the wake ot u.s. cQlTeetive ~ure • He eemed to agree wit h 
you that countriea 1n ~rope would .rind it hard to find daneatic financing if 
u.s. measures prcm, as suocesstul as they are predicted to be . At. present 
these cwntrie a:re going to the Blro-dollal" market which 1a being red 1n 
large volumes ~ the Central Banb, tor d011Bstic financing . Lfhie 18 
contidential.J At present this 18 being d0tl8 w.lthmt, either lowering interest 
rates or lowering res nea. flie question which natur.U,, arieeB is whether 
they would oontima to f'eed the Jwro-dollar JIU'ket once these balance of pq
•nta ia wiped out since th1e lft'IU1d then involve a decreue in their reaaNRe? 
How far the &aropean countriea are wUl.ing to accClllllodata foreign tins wwl.d 
depend on their dClll9etio intlat1Clft&r7 pre eurea -- U their own aituation 111 
depreaaed the7 might &llov foreign .f'irma to raise fin&Dce in~. Another 
element 1n 1ntemal financing ot tor ign fitlae ie the tact that most~ the 
capital. inn.ow trom the u.s . has one to taster growing sector • This •ans 



that domstic financing of these foreign firms would have to be at the
ecpOnS Of slower-groing industries (if savings are not increasing fast
enough to cover te needs of all sectors), which the European countries
would be opposed to an domestic policy grounds.

3. In harope there is a great uncertainty as to the final oAtc of
U.S. measures and what it would man for the lkropean capital markts. If
there is going to be a great dwand for internal capital in %Irope, the
prospects for export of capital are that iuch reduced. Germans ar hp
about this possibility, and they would like to see the U.S. capital wich
has co far been going to trope to be diverted to the less developed countries.

hey do, of course, recognize that if thir vere to be so, the U.S. deficit would
ccntinue-rvW be at a somewhat slower rate. gou felt that this might well mean
a rephtition of the preent pattern-an increasing lliropeTan surpnlus, now through
triangular trade via the developing countries..

4. Your general impression was that Europeans are generally pessimistic
about the availabity of loan capital in Europe. This is not due to imitatiom
of capital marlet but doe to a lack of domestic savings. You felt that the
Chapter In the Bank Anml Report should Introduce the subject of availability
of finance in Frope with an analysis of what was happening in Burope with
respect to GNP, investment and saving, and then move on to a technical dis-
cussion of Eropean capital mArkets.

5. You agreed with Mr. Gilbert, Governor Holthrop ad others at the
B.I.S. eeting that the main stress in the Bank analysis of current trends in
capital movements should be to mphaize its "topsy-turvy" character. There
seem to have been no nat inflow of capital to the LDCs as a group during the
last year.

6. Mr. iainoni agreed with you that the "seocond-wave effect" of American
measures may well be a decline in dividends and remittances of American firms
to the U.S. The "first-wave" effect is to decrease the commitments of haerican
firms in Brope, but this my be outweighed by the "second-wave" effect.

Your conclusions from these talks are: (a) You could all agree that an
increase in credit expansion in Arope after equilibrium has been achieved in
the U.S. would mean a deficit in the ropean paMents. The question iv whether
they would use their reserves to most this deficit. The French and Italians
are unlikely to favor a decrease in the reserves, but the Gesmans m not mind
such a decreasej (b) Outflow of capital from the LDCs for amortiation, divi-
dends and interest plus the surplus of the oil producing countries mr well be
more than te gross inflow of capital into the LD0s from the advanced countries.
4hishas to be checked*7 Probably this is i te trade figures for t LDCs
as a group in 1964 did not show a deficit. Bahe nk Anal Report Chapter
should deal with this problem. It should have a chronological sumary of what
is happening to the trade deficit of developing countries. Trends in the reserves
of the LCs over the past few years should also be checked27 The U.S. has been
a not exporter of capital, but most of it has gne to brope and not to LDCs.
The policy problem is to encourage a rat inflow of capital to LDCs. ZThis should
be checked in Rom, Paris and Londonj In analysing trends in capital memnt,
it is more Important to look into the structure of these movemnts than the
volume of it. Only then one can explain why developed cuntries have been
exporters of capital, but the devloping countries as a group do not -eem to have
been net recipients of capital. It may wll be that som of the LDCe have been
accumalating reserves with an export surplue whila inflow of funds from developed
countries has gone mainry to meet the deficit of other developing countris.
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Mr. ishart may 6, 1965

Irving S. FriMan

Econtaic Committee Documents

I believe Mr. Woods might find the attached documents of
interest.

I believe it would be advisable to let Mrs Wods see the
Economic Comittee documents. In addition I will point out
those which are of particular interest.



Mr. John C. Haney May 5, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

I found the memorandum very interesting. Would it be
possible for you to prepare very quickly and very briefly a
note indicating the gist of Host-Madsen's article and the
gist of your disagreement with him.

You could either combine the two memoranda, keep them as
two separate ones, or make one for me to Woods attaching the one
that you sent me. In any case I would like to transmit something
on this to Mr. Woods.



2*. Irving 8, Friddan PWa 5, 1965

dRulf iablutsel

U.K. Sdhr s Mtlng of MA 3A 1965

1. Mr. Friedman outlined his Moughts an te proposd. startng
with reasonalle emmet p he said that thy should not be projeeted
neehanicall e te Wt a self-contained "automa+ic'" formula nor
with any nath-a a1 method of fiting a curve. Instea4 the export
projections should be based an detailed knowledge of individual arkts,
and established in a Joint effort between V aountry and the Bank
through its Ecnomics Department. In each case it should be a aw*&na.
tion of informed Judement, agreed upon by both parties.

2. Regarding invisible earnings, Mr. Maan pointed out that in
so eases the earnings from servioes are not more diffielt to fore.
east than merchandise exports, and they often represent a siseable part
of total earnings (Maiec a tourim4 UARs &m Canl revenues). Alm
it was noted that the U.N. resoltaon was worded in such a way as mould
include invisible earnings in expectations of esport pseee "in
appropriate cases". Aceordingly, Mr. Friedman agreed to such inelusion.

3. The P ste of shatfalls he felt should be elimiated as a
condition for compens asistanoee, in vieW Partiularly of the need
to provide assistance prompuy, and of the imposibility to asertain,
at an early enough stage, a degree of persistency sutfieient to qualify
INW assistance as unsuitable. Instead of delineating the areas of
Jurdiction for the DF and the now sehme respetively on the basis
of the prospeetive duratian of the shortfall (peristeney ve-sue
tmprarinw s), it should be on the basis of the object pursud in
granting aumitman (development verws balani of pqmnts stability),
The sohme should be formlated in such a way as to make it wnmstakably
a soures of dewelopnt finsae adtionl to the world's present flow
of sueh finane. The developmental purpose of the schme uuld be
ensured mainly through the consultations by whicah a standing oaien
for assistane would be initiated with each Nmber oountry, raher than
ad hoe at the tea of oeurrence of shortfalls through a Judgment an
their potential duration.

4. Comng to the problem of the revision of 2Epoeta4ns4 he said
that proJections should normally be Made for a fiv yearpr at the
tas of the original eonsultation. the Wmpression "rolling over" should
be avoied. The initial consultations vould be followed by periodic
consultatiens, in the course of wich the original epert projetieons

mould be rev wed. Depending on alreamstanes, this review ould be
eomprhansive and result in a revision of expectaoi but in te later
ease such revision would not necessarigy implr a redvtien in the oountryts
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foreign exchange requirments for the remainde of the urrent five-Yer
period. All factors would hae to be considered at this occasion,
rnaluding the impimentation or oterwise of reasonable policies init-

ally agreed upoa as Well an the praeeability eOf =DS IMP drawing
rights. The latter cold also be made the subjest of an understanding
arrived at dung the initial eensultation.

5. oyn the subject of automa it Mr. Frieda pointed eut that
th the DF "howene me quasi-ant*eadte had not
bew a geoeral eenvieion bn te part of te developing cuntries that
oompenatory financing should have to be automati, but besee of a
dissatisfaction vith procedural requirements for drawings in the higher
tranwha. A real need viteds howeve for eg t weh notien
tisanen a degree of disration with a degr e of th etia ty, veammash
as the only condition for eenparantary assistanee would be for the short-
fall to have been sensed by factors outside the country's ontrol; that
is, in spite of faithful adherense to agreed policies. Sack poliaies
would normally be considered as having been adhored to, wnles" notifiea-
tion had beon given In writing. In, ethr wards, tho aoenry veald always
have the benefit of the doubt.

6. in this cenneetion, Mr. Friedma anticipated on* seria objes-
tion, namly, that IDA would enter an obligaion to finanee its en
errors by either having subseribed to overlr ibitious expectations, or
having failed to antieipate advese effects of impending or oeenoivable
policy measures on exports. The answer to this would be that instead
of the IDA staff it would be the Board who would be respnsible for
anderstandings reached with member osantries on both their export
projections and their fiesal# mnetary, development and eport polistes,
deomed oonmneAna'a at the time of the initial onsultations. This
broadaing of IDA's responsibility, as weLl as innannaar over te
developing ountries' planning and growth efforts, was in his opinian
a principal feature of the seheme, and one of the chief mtives our
part for its establishment.

7. Comdag to the subject of j~rp iIt was of oourse understood
that the scheme's distinction woul beIi purpose of seeiding the dis-
ruption of developmnt plas$ bt an with the duration of ahrtfalls, it
was not practially possible at the tUe of their ocourense to judge on
the likeheod of their becoming disrptive and to what extent. The
initial consultation should be assmed to have establishe a omitioanal
link beatween a certain volume of foreign exchang earninga, as projected
with a certain investment program, as plnnad- Any shortfall in the
forme would therefore aet to the disrupton of the latter. In other
words, te endorement of a conditional link frm exchange earnings to
the acUevement of inetstnt targets would be assmed s ipso to imply
the assertion of a positive link from a shortfall to diarption. On
this basis a detailed deiniMen of disruptin would be obviated.



B. As far as g i~bJI~yL for assistame was conowned, Mr. Friedan
stated that aountries woudb exinad that were not willing to entepr
into the kind of consultations on program and perforamne, including
periodic review of policies, that would be built Into the scheme. This
would mean the emlusion of ontries who do not at present have workable
relations it t e Bank, e.g., oInonesia, or the UAR. But on the oter
hand, countries with per capita income above ,250 would be eligible.

9. 'the form of assistane would normally be project aid# assuming
the scheme would be operated byIDA. A larger percentage of local
currency expenditures could be sovered to promvide free foreign exchange.
Pr-fiaanoine- of future projects could be anoter possibility for ahiving
speedy remedy to he balame of paymnts. Az a last resort, 5mpert progres
for equipment and materaAls could be tinanae.4 Rates of interest would be
variable depening on a ountry's reasonable debt afrvie espastyl thy
iould be agreed upon during the inittal consultations. In came of "bld"
countries the weighted average interest rate ould be wsed. Repaynt
mdght also be variabe but en averg could be about 20 years.

10. The size of t required for he scheme might be in the
order of O5o On or aperiod up to five years. Subscriptions oua
be in cash in five mual instal ita, or a part in eash and taer part
as a oontingeny fund. Regular IDA funda aould be used in case the needs
of the schem would exeeed its resources in the early years of its exist-
ence, to be replenishod from ubsequent motribatons to the schm. As
a general feature, the sceme would provide a last reeert after assistane
from other sour.es (IMp, IRD, bilateral aid) had been fully explered.

1.The question of a sae or sA e 22 should be solved prag-
matically, depending on wh appro e mere senses in fund
raising. in* possibility Would be to combine the next IDA rerlaihmena
with an IDA sontingency amnot to be earmarked for the sompensatory schema

12. Mr. Friedman felt it was iAportant to maintain the ntion of a
revolvin fund for the seheme, as against a grant fund, even if the
revolving period would be relatively long.

13. r. Sundrun felt that the scheme oeld be operated by the IW.
One could coneive of a way in which IDA uould periodioally conslidate
outstanding obligations to the IW in those cases and to sueh extent as
it would e post be ascertained that thy had been incurred in oonditions
of export shortfalls concurring with those described In the U.N. resol.-
tion. The period of five years for which it was proposed to nderwe empert
projetions was also the Ladmum period for DM drawinga.

14. mr. Friete said that in praotiee it might well be possible
for the IMF to earry out the finaning but it was oetsido the eapsaity
of the IT to enter Into the eensultative relaioship for developent
which he thought was .ean4.al for the schem. The staff of the IT was
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not equipped for reviewing deVeopMOnt policies and for detemining
development import requirements; indeed it would be desirable to
maintain the monetary and Central Bank approach of the D@' even if
this gave at tins ocasion for conflict with development objectives.
For the operation of developmental compensatory financing the DF
would have to base *aeh individual operation on Judgments ade in the
IRDf. This might not be prohibitive, but a sand point was that
wnlargement of drawing facilities would by the nature of these
facilities fail to constitute an enlargement of international develop-
Sent resources*

15. The question was raised as to hv and by whom it would be
decided that the country should resort to ita gold, first credit or
compensatory tranhoh, or should be given assistanee under the now
seheme. Mr. Friedman felt that this would arioably be me3tld between
the IBRD, the D and the aountry concerned, probably on the basis of
judgments emnating from the IRD who carried the responsibility of
developmental consultations. These, he said, would normally lead to
initial agreement on the following pointa

(1) The structurs targes, else and eratll sbatg of
th developeat plan,

(2) MJonetary, fiscal and amniniatrative polistes caadacive
to the attianent of suh plan objectives,

(3) Reasonabla expectations for export earnings over fiV
years and the policy masures necessary for their
being reanable,

(1) Ters of assistanc,

(5) sc nia of seureas for oopensatory assistance in
saccessive typethetleal stages of distress (DF,, *te.)

16. Mr. Lhati observed that it would seem to be esessary in
,he initial oensutations to spell out all policies, deemed part of
reasonable performance, in eensiderable detail in order to peroit
quik action in case of a shortfall because the ammnt of assistanee
would depend on the proportion of self-inflicted parts of a shortfall.
The failure in prformanee would need to be quantified as against the
factors beyond the countryte control. e pointed oat also that there
were many countries that had no development plan, and his impression
was that the sohee would be far from universal,

17. Mr. Friadman agreed that it would not be universal, but he
thought that balance of paymnte projections could be made also if
there was no formal plan. As to the quantification of policy mis-
behavior he took the view that this was going too fari he quoted
examples frm the history of the I± where too mueh built-in precision
and formalism tended to defeat the objective and resulted in a ake-
believe world.
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10. Ho fhm1 anked Mr, OalAi to lirito %he soe0ad draft of the
Report on the Pvposal.

M00hAL

Thalitas

RHablutsol13ke



!eaers. Nablutzel 3, hic, 5: Thlitz y ,5

Irving S. Fridman~

Coneatory FialAng

As you nma I hAve saked Mr. Gulhati to do a draft f
oar report n anein; I vould appreciate vary
muh it e could feel free to cal on you to be of asslstnoe
if i, ie nd e as tti vill swlv much tie.

cc: Messrs. Frank and Oulhati



May 5s, 1965

Dear

I vhuld be very happy to sponsor your

joining the Club. The course is very enjoyable,

and some facilities are now being built including

tennis courts and a club house.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Merlyn N. Trued
Assistant Secretary
U. S. Treasury
Main Building, Rm. 3434
Washington, D. C.



May 5, 1965

Dear Mike:

I was glad to learn that your trip to
South America was worthWhile, and doubly glad
to learn that you will be in Washington in June.
As in the past, lot me extend again an invitation
to spend some time with us.

With respect to Adler's PhD thesis, I am
asking Andy Kamrck to pursue this as I am on my
way out to Europe, and suggesting that whoever
does the answering reply directly to you.

With warmest regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Raymond F. Miksell
W. E. Minor Professor of Economics
University of Oregon
College of Liberal Arts
Eagene
Oregon

ISF:prl
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Mr. George D. Woods Nay , 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Im neplenishment

The purpose of this mmaorandua is to try to put do what I think
are the main points that come out of the work and estimates of the Bank
economists on capital requirements and IDA replenishment.

1. The need for capital imports by the developing countries is large
and will continue to be large over the next 15 to 20 years. This need
might grow even if theddeveloping countries were to make no progress in
growth per capita at all. The Bank capital requirements and ID absorp-
tion studies, the AID and the academic studies, all core out with the
same conclusion that the ability of the developing countries to absorb
and use capital effectively has been increasing. The total flow of
official financial resources (net of loan repayments) supplied by the
developed to the developing countries has been running around $6 billion
a year. Our estimates of need for the 1966-70 period run 50 per cent or
higher and these are lower than. estimates made by others. At the same
time there has now been enough experience in the postwar world to demon-
strate that under the right conditions large injections of capital can
get countries started on this process of rapid economic growth. This has
been seen in countries like Japan, Taiwan, Israel, Greece.

Private investment cannot be counted on to do the job. Usually it
can be counted on to flow in once the process of rapid growth has started,
to keep it going and to accelerate it. This we have seen in countries
like Japan, Madico, Australa. It is the process and the prospect of
further rapid growth which not only generates but attracts private in-
vestment.

2. At the same time that the need for capital from abroad and the capacity
to utilize it effectively are growing and will grow, the relative financial
ability of mawy developing countries to service debt is decreasing and,
consequently, the need to get the additional capital on concessional terms
has grown. If we want to accomplish maore in the way of helping the develop-
ing countries and do it without putting impossible debt burdens on them the
composition of the flow of capital to the developing countries has got to be
changed in the direction of more concessional aid. About two-thirds of
official aid (net of repayments) has been on concessional terms but the trend
is for harder terms (largely due to hardening of U.S. aid).

3. Certainly everything that is dan to increase the volume of concessional
aid whether it is through bilateral agencies or regional institutions is
helpful. Bat aside from the Fund for Special Operations of the Inter-American
Development Bank ($900 million for Amee years) and the Common Market Develop-
ment Fund ($730 taillion for five years) for its African associate members,
there is considerable uncertainty as to whether there will be an appreciable
increase in the volume of such aid becoming available from oter sources in
the next few years. The question is then how big should IDA be? At its
present sixe, IDA represents about 5 per cent of the total volume of aid going
to the developing countries. It is useful but it is small.



Mro Goorg D. Woods - 2 - ig 4, 1965

If we take the min estimate of increase in capital requirements
of the developing countries as 50 per cent over the current official flow,
or $3 billion per year, and apply the past two-thirds ratio of aid on con-
cessional terms, the increased need for IDA-tp. aid could be talen as
roughly $2 billion a year. This is also the estimate the Area Departments
cam up with on the basis of relaxed IDA criteria.

Evn an present criteria, the developing countries could use effectively,
over the next five years, around $1 billion a year or more of IDA credits.
The aatual need for IDA as contrasted with what can be used effectively would,
of course, depen on what wa done throuth other channels or programs, pti-
cularly regional groups and bilateral ai program.

With e simtaneous lending of around $1 billion-$1.5 billion a year
by the Ba*, the total contribution by the w1rld Bank Group would be just
between one-fifth and one-fourth of the developing countries' needs over
the next five years. IDA would be about 10 per cent and the Bank 10-15 per
cent of the total official aid, asauing this aid is increased by the mag-
nitudes of our estiates. At this level of BW/IDA assistance rate, we
should be in a pouition to get a much more effective use of rescuroes in
the developing countries and be able to lay a base on which, over the
following 15 to 20 years, should make it possible to move a large portion
of the developing world into self-eustained growt. It would also leave
room for anding the activities of the regional financial organizations.

4. In considering the size of IDA we ask for, we should have as a frame
of reference the current figures on the size of the world econca. The
mN? of the developed countries is increasing at the rate of $40 to $50
billion a year. The GNP this year of the developed countries will be about
$160 billion highwr than it was in 1960 when IDA va first conceived. The
exports of the developed countries this year will be around $40 billion
higher than they were in 1960. The American GNP alone is growing each year
by an aount equal to the total GNP of India or Breail.



Mr. Kocha* May 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Annual Report

Thank you for your meosrandum of April 28 on the Annual Report.
Could you do a similar review of the period before 1954s including
whether they had general economic reviews or statements in the .Annual
Report. I believe they did in the early years.



Mr. Geoffrey M. Milson May 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

IA Absorptive Capacity

Thank you for your camnents of April 29, 1965 on v memorandum
on the above subject to Mr. Woods. I agree with you that a good deal
of the soft-financing required by less developed countries will have
to cane fran sources other .IDA But as I made clear in my
memorandum, "the data were /* intended to give a rough indication
of the anount which IDA c udundertake in each count if there was
no lidiation on its ava ty of funds, and did 47 not in aMr
sense, represent a forecast of possible IDA operations in each country."

The other question that you raise, regarding the likely need for
IDA funds per se - has been discussed in oy mwnorandum of April 30,
1965, on "IDA Replenishlnent."



Files April 26, 1965
Bimal Jalan

IDA Replenishment - Discusio of April 2. 196

The following questions were discussed:

(1) How big should the amount of IDA replenishment be
(2) For how long
(3) Should there be a change in the present list of donors and recipients
(4) Is there an economic basis for determining the share of India and

Pakistan in total IDA resources
(5) Should the present IDA lending criteria be relaxed.

Messrs. Friedman, Avramovic, Kamarck, Frank, Kochav, Pereira Lira and
Gulhati participated in the discussions.

On the question of the desired magnitude of IDA replenishment, Mr. Lira
expressed himself in favor of something like trebling of its resources on the
gvound that this would bring the total not flow of resources to developing
countries nearer to the UN target of 1 per cent of the GNP of the developed
countries. That even such an increase won't be sufficient to cover the needs
of developing countries could be easily demonstrated by the Bank capital
requirements study. Mr. Kochav agreed with Mr. Lira that it was very difficult
to comw up with arq particular figure for IDA replenishment purely on economic
grounds, but provided a different measure for the amount of aid that advanced
countries should be asked to provide. He was in favor of asking for 1 per cent
of the increase in the GNP of advanced countries--this should yield $400 million
next year and an increasing amount thereafter. Mr. Frank also agreed with the
approach, and added that a figure arrived at in this manner was much more com-
prehensible than an alternative figure arrived at with the aid of subtle economic
models.

Mr. Avramovic drew attention to the statistical gap which existed between
the OECD figures for inflow of resources to developing countries (amounting to
some $9 billion, including the Soviet Bloc) and the actual annual current
account deficit of developing countries (amounting to $5-6 billion) in the
period 1960-62. Some of this discrepancy can be explained away in terms of
capital flight or geographical coverage or differences in statistical methods
of advanced and developing countries, but the problem still remained. This
problem might raise difficulties in persuading the developed countries to
accept the view that the present rate of capital flow to developing countries
isn't enough since $2-3 billion of it still remains unaccounted.

Mr. Friedman said that it was relatively easy to establish a case for
IDA-type aid, given the projection regarding capital requirements and the grow-
ing indebtedness problem of the developing countries. But the question of how
much of it should be channeled through IDA cannot be answered from this kind of
analysis. For this one would have to look at the problem institutionally--and
see how much IDA could handle effectively. For example, one could establish a
strong economic case for significant increase in IDA resources, arwthing up to
quadrupling, by looking at the demands that present and potential IDA countries
are likely to make on IDA resources. Having said this one could use the
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Kochav-tira kind of argument to demonstrate that even such a significant
increase will not come up to the UN target which has been accepted by the
developed countries.

Mr. Gulhati said that in addition to the capital requirements study,
various other ideas, like comodity projections, savings gap, etc. could
be brought in to strengthen the case for IDA. Then the fact that ISA has
had to ration its credit shows that resources haven't been enough to meet
the increasing need for soft aid.

The discussion then moved on to the coneideration of the next question--
whether there was any econwmic argument for a longer period of IDA replenish-
ment than the present three years. Mr. Friedmn felt that insofar as IDA monW
was tied to long-term project-financing there was a prima facie case for a
longer period of replenishment in order to ensure efficiency in the use of its
resources. Mr. Gulhati pointed cut that an argument for extension may be
double-edged if it cammits IDA to a lower level of resources for a longer
period. Mr. Avramovic was in favor of a three-year period mainly on the
ground that the awareness of an increasing gap in the capacity to iport and
the need for imports of developiu: countries was growing, and the chances
of getting a higher level of appropriation for IDA would be much greater
three years fron now. Mr. KA&rck suggested that perhaps a good compromise
would be to gat money for five years at a tine, combined with the authority
to go back for further replenislwAnt after three years, should IDA's resources
fill short. The period of IfA replenishient was necessarily linked with the
amount of replenishmnt; smaller the amount, more often it would have to be
replenished.

On item 3, Mr. Kamarck said that the Econorics Department was at present
working on this and a revised 1iVt should be ready shortly.

Questions h and 5 were then briefly touched upon and left open for further
discussions. Justification for the present share of India and Pakistan in IDA
resources was advanced in terms of their poverty, their vast population, and
the economic necessity of making a minimum critical effort for development etc.,
but the question of finding an economic criterion for allocating IDA funds
among developing countries still remained. The further question whether IDA's
lending criteria should be relaxed depended largely on the amount of available
resources IDt has. It also, of course, depended on whether IDA resources were
to be used for scome other purposes .oo, e.g., compensatory financing*

ec Mr. Avrmaovic
Mr. Kamarck
Mr. Kochav
Mr. Pereira Lira
Mr. Frank



May 3, 1965.

Dear Ivars

Thanks for your two letters of April 2 and 8, and the
notes received today.

Your notes, as usual, were particularly interesting.
I received from Tainsh the material you had mentioned on
Persia and East Pakistan, and would like to meet him. He
seemed to have a realistic approach to complex problems.

The Bank's interest in education is well known, and you
have a good point in the need to get pupils in Africa. On
going through the massive country reports distributed here
it seems unbelievable that every conceivable point has not
been covered.

1b are pushing ahead on the various studies, and daylight
seems to be visible now. My group have nov all arrived, and
are embarked on their various assigmonts with gratifying
enthusiasm.

I enclose a copy of Mr. Woods's speech to EOSOC and a
copy of Dr. Sen's speech.

With warm regards to Ingrid and yourself,

Sincerely yours,

Irving P. Friedman

Mr. Ivar Rooth
Lidingo 3
Sweden



Mr. James E. Twining, Jr. May 3, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Dining Room Reservation - October 8, 1965

I have invited the Council of the Society for International
Development to have their next meeting, on Friday, Otober 8, held
in the Bank.

I would like to make this a luncheon combined with the
meeting, and anticipate that 20 to 25 people will be present.
Would it be possible to arrange for dining room space from 1230 p.m.
for about three hours? I assume Mr. Both will contact me about the
menu* Thank you.



Mr. A. Kamarck April 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

PALEKAR, Shreekant

May I suggest that you reconsider your decision on this applicant?
As for myself I tend to be attracted by the fact that he is regarded
as "impatient with views which are inadequately supported by evidence".

I appreciate that his record is not brilliant, but he sounds
to me like he would be a good addition to a rather large staff and
bring some special talents, like ability to marshal facts which
could be well used.

ISF:prl



April 28, 1965

Dear Arniet

Thanks for your letter of April 26 regarding
Mr. Neibuhr.

We are reviewing his qualifications, and if
there is a possibility of his employment here we
will get in touch with him directly.

With regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Econoumic Adviser to the President

Mr. Arnold H. Weiss
Assistant General Counsel
Inter-American Development Bank
Washington 25, D.C.

ISF:prl



Mr. W. Schick April 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Article - Capital Markets in Europe

I understand that there has been a recent article by

a staff member on Capital Markets in Europe. I would appreciate

your summarizing and conmnting on it.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck April 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

You might wish to consider this with others - perhaps
someone in the Projects Department - whether we have any
comments to make.

I note that the letter says that no acknowledgment is
necessary. However, it might be just as well to acknowledge
the letter for your signature or mine.

Attachment

Letter from Continental Oil Co. with McCollum's remarks made at

Empire Club of Canada in Toronto.



Mr. J. D. Scott April 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Article for Bank-Fudd Review

Thanks for your memorandum of April 19. 1 could not but

feel a little sad at the thought of someone else doing an article

for the Review on Consultations. For me it is like going to my

daughter's wedding and have someone else give-away the Bride.

Thank you for your invitation to write soiething on the Bank's

side. I am afraid that having worked on the Fund problems for 22 years

my competency is going to be for many years more on the Fund side

than on the Bank, but if, however, I manage to attain some competency
on a Bank subject I will be glad to write on it.

ISF:prl



April 28, 1965

My dear Deputy Governor:

I ama sorry to learn from your letter of
April 12, 1965 that you have no suitably qualified
officer to recommnd to me at the present tine.
I know from paon exnerience that you would not
have reached thisi conclusion if Unere were such
a person available. I can only expresa the hope
that such a person might become available in the
future. I am sure that he would find the work in
the Bank most rewarding and bring back to Australia
a valuable additional experience.

Thank you for your efforts on my behalf.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. J. G. Phillips
Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of Australia
Martin Place
Sydney
Australia



April 28, 1965

My dear Governor Carli:

As you probably have heard from Siglienti I am hoping
to come to Rome for May 11 and 12, if this is not too in-
convenient to you. I would be coming from Basle on the night
train.

I was looking forward to the opportunity to exchange
viewm with you on some of the new work and problems in the
Bank with which I am concerned. I am sure that I would profit
greatly from such an exchange.

I am also hoping to be able to see Dr. Paolo Baffi and
Ambassador Egidio Ortona. In order to avoid over-lapping appoint-
ments would it be possible for your secretary to arrange for me
to see them if they are free. Needless to say if there are others
that you or they believe I should also talk to I would be glad to
do so.

I am enjoying my responsibilities in the Bank very much.
They are not only new and challenging but I believe offer the
opportunity to make a worthwhile contribution on some difficult
and important problems.

With warm regards to you and my other friends in Rom,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Dr. Guido Carli
Governor
Banca d'Italia
via Nasionale 91
Rome
Italy

ISF:prl



r. rvingApril 27. 1F6r

Isaiah Frank

ATCUALE mi:PORT

I suggest that ve coneive of the Anmal tReport a

consisting of three partst

1. An analytic assay on same problem with which the
Wrld nank is conaerned - e.g. en tory finanael
planning; project evaluation; debt servicing;
absorptive capacity; issues In the finance of
Infrastructures ete.

2. A review of current problemS in deveopeant finance
facing the LDC's. Against a background of recent
trends in total and per capita gnp, this section
would analyze the internal and external fimaucl
problems of the LDC's bearing on their grwth

propects.

3. A report on the Bank's operations. In addition
to the usual statistics, this section would describe
developmenta in the major capital markets affecting
the Bank's borrowing and would also highlight aw policy
changes adopted or under consideration.

I shall try to sketch out an outlinM of the proposed
Section 2 of the Report.



k April 29, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Staff

esterday I had a telephone call from Walter Salant of

Brookings Institute. He highly reccmmended a young man by

the naye of Paul Axmington, whom I believe at the muent is

in Geneva. I told Walter to tell him to contact you on his

return and would appreciate if you would follow this up.



Irving S. Friedman

Colombia

I would like to bring to your attention the attached

Econanic Cosmittee paper on Colcinbia. I believe it is one

of those that you would find worthwhile reading.

Attachment



Mr. Kochav April 28, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Anraal Report

Please chck the Annual Reports of the Bank since about 1954 to
find out whether it in the custom of the Bank to have a chapter or
sections dealing with proposals being placed before the Board of
Governors or member countries for action.

I am particularly interested whether the Bank Annual Report ever
discussed the original suggestion for the establishment of IDA or the
replenishment of IDA.



Mr. Waide April 27, 1965

Irving S, Friedman

CEYLON

I would appreciate if you would do a minute on yesterday's
meeting on Ceylon. I noticed that you were taking notes.



April 27, 1965

Dear Mr. Scafuros

Yow letter of April 19, 1965 adressod
to,,r. WoodR has been remmed h dto me as 4e
ia at present in lbrmp.

I looking forward to reading your
rugestion and you wi1 be hearing further
fre us on this matter. Usedless to eay I
will brin; your letter and attaclment to
Mr. 7bode's attention on his return.

Irving S. Ysdnan
The Fanouic Advisr to the President

Mr. Francis X. SWaUMo
Vice President - usins Relatimshipe
Bank of Amrica
la Broad Street
,iw York 15, N.Y.



April 27, 1965

Dear Mr. Phillips i

I am sorry to learn frm yor letter of
April 12, 1965, that you have no suitably
qualified officer to recom, end to me at the
present tiine. I know fra past experience
that you would not have imtade such a recom-
mendation if there were such a person avail-
able, so can only express tlhe hope that such
a person might beaoe available in the futuro.
I am, sure that he would find the work in the
Bank nost rewarding and bring back to Australia
a valuable additional experience.

Thank you for your effortw on my behalf.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Econmic Adviser to the President

Mr. J.. Phillips
Deuty GOvernor
Reserve Bank of Australia
Martin Place
Sydney
Australia



Ifr. Leon
Mr. Jalan April 26, 1965

Irving S.

IDA AbsEor2tde Ciacty

I want to thnk you both for the extra effort on the

Absorptive Capacity memo. It was both good and in time.



APR 231965

(Cover note for Progress Report on Capital Requirements StAdy)

I am circulating hermith the first progress report on the

Capital Requirements Study. Please regard this as a confidential

document to be given no further circulation without prior clearance

with me.

I intend to havu the Foanomie Cirmnittee discuse this document

when Mr. Avramovic returns fra Nigeria at the end of Jgp

If tere are amr camment8 you wish to make in the meantime,

please address them to Mr. Gulhati or me.

Irving S. Friedman



lfr. Kninaok
Mr. Iom April 22, 1965

Irving S. Frid.man

Econaosic cont2te docinsta

It woald be appreciated if you Wuld pleas get AW
agreemnt to an finla varion of a &onio Caomite*
powg before it is oioulated, unless Mr. Kamarck decides

this is not necessary.



April 22, 1965

Dear Mr. Tainbsh

Mr. Rooth had written me earlier about yor
expected letter and thank you for the two very
interesting ou-tlins on Persia axd Eat Paistan,
wihich I have now received.

SImplifying a camplx situation and putting
it into action I moistly an agonizintgly slow
process, but I would be interested in hearing
more of your ideas. When I next visit Mr. Rooth
perhaps we can arrange a meting.

Sinces"1y eas

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. A. Ransay Tainah
ostermalmgatan 61
Stookholu 6
Sweden
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In S WBG ARCHIVES

Conversation with Mr. Lieftinck

At lunch Mr. Lieftinck told me that Governor Horowitz was looking
forward to coming to present his views to the Executive Board. He was
disappointed that the 3ank report was not more economic in character.
I explained to Mr. Lieftinck the Bank's approach on this and that it
had been hoped to have the economic discussion on the UE/Swedish
proposal study.

He then said that he wished to tell me, on a completely confidential
basis, of a suggestion he had made the day before to the Israeli Ambassador.
The suggestion was with respect to a desalnization project in Israel. It
would be very costly and it would not seem possible for Israel to service
a loan of the amount needed for such a project. However, picking up the
Horowitz idea, might it not be possible for certain creditor countries to
provide funds to help Israel meet all or part of the interest payments on
such a large loan. He asked for my reaction. I told him that of course
this would require considerable thought but my first reaction was that it
was an interesting idea worth further exploration. In a way it would make
certain countries creditworthy for worthwhile projects which they would
not otherwise be able to undertake. Mach would depend on the kind of
commitment the assisting countries would be prepared to undertake. Mr.
Lieftinck stressed that he wished to keep this absolutely confidential
and personal.

Mr. Lieftinck telephoned the next day to say that he was writing to
the Israeli Ambassador setting forth his thoughts on this. He again
stressed the personal and confidential nature of this suggestion.



14r. Gees0e D.49Wd April 22, 1965

IDA Aboptv, Caauty : 1966-970

10 A

1. In eennoCuma with the 1.3 replenialvmnt exeraive, the questuon
has ften bem ra d th*r e not a prwtcal 11atatio on
h projct vide to the s Ount of ynner that eaud be lent by the

2m*-D to deoping eountries- durin the period 1966-197. I aughit
the Ud47wnt If AMe De*partMenta an thisv gesAtionm "n circulated to
then a brief queptcmai't designed to elleit endimateu regarding& Um
noney-volum of identifiable projects, Mhich would meet Bank/=D etwanard
of appr&aal over the next -five year%. A disoesion on ths answers wo
this quastinAmuie held at the Econ an and after minne
revisiana, the attaawd table mw produced.

I wd Like to n t hhytentatve characr of the
data in the tablu, and alo th fct that th estimated figure for
various countri s differ very appreiably their degree of rs aisb&Utof re derive frm actual feaibility studies of projec; &t the
opposite extrew ar e ates based only on judaenta regarding aborp-tive capity in partm co ectors of te vario u countrie a be
belief that May could produae projoeta during thix period idhich would
eet 'ank and/or IDA sandara, The data are intend to gIv h a rougindleataln -ZaVw f the MA coud undertake in each ccxntry if

ome, r onf in each ota
No maor chang In the wtnr of projct perfbrornee was hinduced
in the data, butm w ha provided for tev case ini which ILO ould relax

om of its ratenhln criteria ( tg. he p*r capita inmam requizwaant).

3•The attached tabl" ha&s lour a 4et o>f f4iur. The firet colum abous
te' Area Dopaneens esimatee of total local and foreign exchange coVte
af Projects identifiabla mn th bazal of ptAst proedurcs and medn~g the
usual 3wn perfansanc tandard. The data in thi column for African
ountriev tmAy be slightly at variance wit the results of our exeroineo an
ospital requireents. Gros financial requ,*iremnts shomn in the latter
study aeon to be lamar than the eiatsof absorptive capacity presened
in the attached table. this daep nf my t be sIgndiicant, but mmbase
ofe Eooiosttefl tha't data fr Africa may be too optimisztic
Ir relation to tme a eaaption "ht tecnte l sitance to iumenmt and
replace exoting exar'4a afwl e av*'1, ble.

•, fi-gurs in the second- coum how t" 'Ipossible I rehar of Sank*/IMA
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eularly~~~~~ Ln Afic adri hdpndnith nkDA share in total
cosit 'Le shown to be larger than, 50 per cent In order to include some local
currency fIn an-Ing.
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mr. rmarek April 16, 1965

Irving S. Friedan

Dr, grpbs Proposed SIdy Imact of Exchsgae Transfer

I have discussed this thoroughY with Mrty. I told him that
I do think it is the kind of thring we ought to do but do not see how
we can be doing it in the particular future. However, I want to
mak. sure that you agree on ny passimistic forecast, and incidentally,
do you also agree it is the kind of thing we ought to do? Since Martr
is beginning to feel embarra3ssed by the delay in giving Dr. Krebs a
substantive reply, I would appreciate if you could let me have the
benafit of your quick reaction.

Attachent



April 20, 1965

Dear Mr. Abbei:

In Jamary of this year I wrote to yco
care of the Larvard Center for Intenational
Affairs, at the suggestion of Mr. Dudley Seers.
Since there had been no reply I folloved with
a letter to the Registrar, and trust that this
address will reach you.

Mr. Seers has said that your knowledge and
experience might be quite valuable to us in sme
of the wok we are doing in the 'rld Bank. If
you would like, the Bank would be happy to have
you com down and spend a day or two with us, at
the Bank's eqnse of course, and discuss son
of these matters of possible mutual interest.

Hoping to hear froam you,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friema
Ibe Ecmomic Adviser to the President

Mr. Belai Abbai
C-22 West Peabody Terrace
900 Morial Drive
Cambridge
Massachusetts 02138



April 15, 1965

Dear Oscar:

Thanks for your note of April 8 and your
suggestion of the nanue of Mrs. Anne Isi!:off. I
do have -n Administratve asis+,an+ ready, but
I am taking the 1i ety oif pas ing on he nanie to
others who rne irolved with work af particular
interest to me. If she is really interested
would she mind filling out the attached form.

With warm regards to Edna and yourself,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Oscar ase
Consulting Econoist
1908 Que Street N. W.
Washington 9, D.C.

ISF:prl



Mr. J. Burke Knapp April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Apropos our discussion last night on Pakistan, assuming that
the South Asia Department distribute its economic report on Pakistan
by tomorrow, I am planning to have tho Economic Corittee meeting on
April 22. I would have preferred, in view of the probable longth of
the report, to have the reeting on I sday April 27. (I am trying to
hold all Zconomic Committee meetings on Tuesday afternoons - although,
of course, not necessarily every Tuesday - in order to permit people
to plan their schedules.)

If you think that our meeting on April 22 would not interfere
with your I.oan Coiittee meeting afterwards please let me know. If
we do not hear otherwiae from you in the next couple of days, I will
assume that you prefer the April 22 meeting from your viewpoint.

ISF:prl



Mr. J. D.Scott April 15, 1965

Irving S.Friedman

Fand/Bank Review

What would you think of an article on Consultations, with

particular emphasis on their historical origin, and some on the

philosophy which resulted in the procedures and techniques which

were developed.

cc: Mr. G. Wilson

ISF:prl



April 15, 1965

Dear Hector:

Thanks for your kind note off April 8.
Your sug-Pestion to visit New England some time
is tempting. Along with these new duties and
reaponsibilities there is the inevitable pressure
to get things done, but I do hope to be able to
accept your invitation in the not too distant
future. I am finding the work of tremendous
interest, challenging and rewarding.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Hector Prud'homme
Assistant to the Chancellor
University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford 17
Conn.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Economic Report - Brazil

I have agreed with Mr. Woods that the Brasilian Economic Report

will go to the Board for discussion. I believe, however, that

there should be some kind of introduction or additional covering

paper, more along the lines of the 3conomic Conittee paper. -

This paper could also include whether there are any outstanding

disagreements with the Brasilian Goverrnment, and what their

point of view is.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

CEYLON

I have meant to have a meeting with Cargill, Goodman,
Gilmartin, and you and I, on Ceylon. There is a great deal
of work going on in the Fund as to what should be their
ingredients of their stabilization program. I gather also
there is concern here as to what our people regard as
essential features of an economic program.

Thus far I have not had time to arrange the meetings.
If you think it wise perhaps you could be talking to these
people in the meantime.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Pakistan Report.

I understand from Mr. Wilson that the Pakistan Report
is to be circulated by May lat. I would think that it was
desirable to have a draft circulated by tomorrow, or over
the weekend, together with a draft paper for the Economic
Committee to consider.

We should also keep in mind to leave some time for the
Loan Committee to meet afterwards* We should keep this in mind
in thinking of how quickly we get out the Economic Committee paper.
I am afraid that whoever is doing it must have it does within
24 hours after the meeting.

ISF:prl



Mr. Kamarck April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

GATT

Please be sure to inform Roger Anderson of what we

are doing in the GATT.



Mr. Kamarek April 15, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Preferences for Domestic Suppliers

I would like to speak to you about the attached memorandum.

It has not yet gone to Mr. Woods. It is also being shown to-

Mr. Cope.

Attachment



Insert - paS 10

I would hope that sano day the orld Bank group could meet all of

its needs for capital through issuing its own securities. W are all

aware of the difficulties of raising funds in capital markets today in

the United States and in Burope. In the United States we have the necessary

savings but the balance of payments situation has led the Arinistration

to restrict Bank access to U.S. capital markets. As you probably know,

the Bank is not allowed to borrow in anyV country without the permission

of the governor for the Bank of that country. In the United States the

Governor is the Secretary of the Treasury. I know that in restricting

the Bank's access to U.S. capital markets there is no feeling of unfriendli-

ness towards what the Bank does. This is important because it means that

when the U.S. balance of payments position improves we can look forward

to the time that the United States will permit larger access to its

capital markets if the needs of the Bank so require at the time. In

Burope there is a relative shortage of savings, as evidenced by continuation

of inflationary pressures in a number of countries. Moreover, there are

a number of practical difficulties in obtaining very large sums from such

capital markets. Buropean capital markets simply are not accustomed to

dealing with the magnitudes which are common in the United States. We

have gone recently to the European capi$al markets -- GermVan and

Switserland &could add figures if so desireg. I look forward to the time

when the Bank will be coming to Baropean capital markets on a regular basis,

say once a year, so that this source of development finance can be steadily

improved.

We therefore follow with great interest the discussions which have been

going on with respect to the international financial system. The Bank's

operations are an important part of the functioning of this system. The
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funds that we make available to the poorer less developed countries find

their way back in the first stage to the exporting country -- usually an

industrial country, but in the second stage and again in the third stage,

are used to finance trade among the industrial countries. 8imilarly,

funds provided to needy industrial countries help to pay for imports fram

the less developed. The international flow of funds is like a circle. It

has no true beginning and no ending. It does not matter where you begin

to travel on the circle or in what direction.

We hope, in the World Bank, that our activities will continue to

make an important contribution to the maintenance of a viable international

financial system and we also hope that countries in their other activities

will do all they can to make possible the maintenance of a viable inter-

national financial system.

However, it would be unrealistic for us to plan on being able to do

the work of the World Bank group through funds borrowed through private

capital markets.



Mr. KAMMaak, 0mr. Casgil April 14,0 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Robert Barntt has telephoned about Bank resoarch a ar
papers o debt servicing burdens of Malquia, ailand, mura,
CabodiA, Sth Viet Nom and Laos, Ary informatim on North Vflt
Nm would also be weloone. W4hat should I reply?

If an of you vould prefer to reply youself, ty al ma*
do so. Pese ho er, 1ceep in aind that Bob is a peronal friend

nd I wouldn't went him to thin* I could not find the time to call
hWA back.

cc% Mr. Auvwaovic



Mr. George D. woods April 3, 1965

Mssers. Knapp, Aldewereld, Friedman

Preferences for Domstie Sppliers

Attached hereto is a note prepared by Messrs. ,ollier, Cops and
Kamarck, asumrising the general cannsnm as they understood it
which arged from the .wnior 3taff discussion on the question of
Preferences for Domstic Suppliers.

Aside from some points of detail, ve do not consider this paper
unfaithful to the majority of the attitudes so far expreased at the
Senior Staff Meetings. However, we find ourselves in disagreement with
the uderlying approach of the paper, which ses to us to reflect an
excessive swing of the pandubi in the direction of acceptance of
protectionist easures. The effect of this approach is to require in
most cases som special justification to be offered if local producers
are to be subjected to foreip copetition. The principle of the general
desirability of competition is accepted but it becoes suborinated to
the over-riding acceptance of protective practices.

Our own view is that protection should be accepted as a fact of
life, and that, in some cases and within some margins, protection can
serve to stimulate sound eoaonmio development in the developing countries.
However, we believe that in these countries the principle of competition
should be given primary emphasis. There is nothing in the experience of
the Bank to indicate that the past policies which have limited protection
to local producers to about 15 - 20s have sien*iantl hampered the devel-
opment or industrialization of its member countries. The actual figures
used have been admittedly quite arbitrary and thera have been cases of
complaints, particularly from India and Pakistan. In these cases, however,
the substantial over-valuation of the nahanga rates probably explains why
the margin of protection which the Bank accepts is not proving adequate.
The real remedy lies in realistic exchange rates. Brasil has used mltiple
rates in the form of exchange murharges to achieve a realistic import
rate, which, in turn, makes a 15 protection margin acceptable to them.

No doubt our policies in this area should evolve with changing cir-
coumstances but we do not feel that our experience in the Bank has yet
established any solid basis for a major change in our present policy.
We therefore recommnd that a now paper to the Board along the following
lines be proposed. If you agree with this reno-mnaation, this paper
could probably be written rather quickly.a

1. The paper would review the experience of the Bank with the present
policies and answer the question - how have these policies worked,
and what kind of problems have emerged.

2/



Mr. George D. Woods - 2 - April 14, 1965

2. Assuming that this review would indicate that for the most part
the policies have worked satisfactorily and that complaints
have been exceptional, it would suggest the continuation for
the tim being of the present practices, perhaps with some modi-
fications in detail, such as a somewhat greater readiness to
tolerate established tariff structures in the 20 - 25" bracket.

3. Any countries which feel that tha present Bank practices are
injurious to their development process would be invited to bring
such cases specifically to the attention of the Bank. the Bank
would indicate its readiness to coansider such individual cases,
including the reasons why such larger margins of protection are
claimed to be necessary. If the Bank were convinced that the case
made was reasonable, corresponding modifications would be made in
its requiremnts with regard to procurement practices. (The
Pakistanis have been told something along these lines but have
never come up with any cases.)

4. In an attempt to develop better guide-lines for the future, the
Bank would carry forward investigations of the problem of appro-
priate tariff policies for developing countries, both on a general
level and on a country by country basis. Attention would be con-
centrated at the outset on the few countries (probably not more
than a dosen or so) where industrial development has been carried
to the point where this whole isase has become important. It
would strive to reach more informed judgwnts on whether particular
tariff structures were in accord with the davelopment need of the
country concerned and the anticipated changes in the structure
of its economy. We might wish to invite the GATT to collaborate
in such investigations, but this should be given further thought.

JBK SA ISF spri



Files April 14, 1965

Biwal Jalan

Bank and OECD - Meetings of Aril 9 and 1. 196J

The discussion an the relationship of the Bank to DAC working groups
was resumed on April 9 and 13, 1965.

Mr. Karasa raised the question of the proper role of IBRD in DkC. There
was a feeling in C that the Bank should be a more active participant in its
deliberations, and that it should be used as a sounding board for the Banki'
policy prOPOsals, especially those affecting the creditor countries.

Mr. Friedman said that there were some difficulties involved in the Bank
going to DC with its policy proposals for discussion -- the first was the
consequent obligation, following discussions, to incorporate the views of D&C
comittees in Bank proposals which might militate against the truly non-
partisan character of Bank reports, and second, a decision to do so with
respect to oane group might involve obligations of similar relationship with
other groups, like the Trade and Development Board. If the mber countries
looked upon DIC as the coordinating agency for their assistance activities,
and therefore asked the Bank to go to flC first for discussion of proposals
affecting thma, it would be a different matter; but for the Bank to take the
initiative in this direction is perhaps not judicious. This, of course, does
not diminish the desire of the Bank to be cooperative with DAC in exchanging
information or suggestions. Nor does it rule out inf*Mal sounding of ideas
on policy matters of camuon interest.

Contitazing on the activities of various working parties within the DAC,
Mr. Karass said that while the Beerts Group's main subject was to discuss how
much more aid was needed, there was another group -- the Langley group -
which discussed the "performance" of aid-receiving countries with a view to
arriving at a common yttwg creditors' judgment towards a particular develop-
ing ouMtry. This was interesting because this in saoe eWys duplicated the
purposes of the Bank's consultative groups. Then there is the Elson group
which is concerned with the implnmntation of MVICTAD resolutions. There is
anm UNCTAD resolution which DAC has been particularly interested in. It asks
for "a cOMpetent international bot" to examine the development programs and
prospects of developing countries in order to "determine the feasibility of
growth higher than that experienced in the past" (Res. A.IV.2). Was the Bank
prepared to be this acoMpetent international body"?

Mr. Friedman said that it was important to reumber that the Bank has
been doing country studies for some time and intends to continue doing so --
now at a imch larger scale for all mmber countries, irrespective of whether
thy were in the process of negotiating a loan or not. These reports would
be made available to the DAC in the hope that they wouldn't find it necessary
to make their own independent appraisals. But if they wanted to do this,
nevertheless, here was nothing the Bank could or would want to do about it.



Agreeing to Mr. Karaws's sugstion that there should be more
frequent contact betvem the Paris Office and Washington, Mr. Friedman
said that it would be a good idea if sme one from the Paris Office
were to visit Washington ewry so often -- perhaps every three months.
There was also the need for centralizing DAG correspondence in onw
aifice in Washington, and frog now on all corresparamne should be
sent to Mr. Demuth in Development Services Departmnt. It would also
be helpful if Mr. Karass could mention in his letters whose attention
particular matters referred to in these letters required.

ces Mr. Kmarck
Mr. Avraoio
Mr. Gordon
Mr. Pereira Lira
Mr. Karasz



pe. April i4, 1965

Irving S. Friaeman

Masars. Alter and Knagps and sealf, disassed the Argentine
situation with particular referenoe to the visit of xovernor Eliaalde
to Waszington, and the CIAP meeting an Argentina. It was agreed as
follows$

1. The Pnd should decide for itself what standards it should have
for a stabilisation program. IT they felt that the present economic
and financial objectives of the Argentina Government were not uffi-
clent for a stabilisation program they should so infora Governor
Elisalds. Moreover, if they felt this was desirable the7 should
so inform the coming meeting of CIAP. The Bank would not regard
this as ebarrassing for its oun position. The Bank had not said
that its agreed program with Argentina was one of stabilisation
but rather that if it was carried through as promised, or outlined,
the Bank could consider now lending in Argentina during the latter

part of 1965 for long-term development purposes.

2. If Mr. Soubeitser were to ask the advice of Mr. Woods as to what
the Bank thought the Fund should do, the Dank would indicate what
is said in paragraph I above, but could also go on to sy that in
its opinion some short-term financngn assistance from the Fund
would be helpful in achieving a better transition whie the debt
roechodninf was still in procas. The Bank would ashe it clear
that it was not urging te Fund to do this, but that tiA was its
teokninal view of the situation. It would be clear that this
Fund drawndg would not be in sapport of a atabilisation propran,
but rather a form oJiort-trm balance of paegnts assistance
relsiered by the Fund. The Fund might very well tahe the attitude
that it did not feel that it was wise to engage in such finanmial
transmactiona without a program that it could regard as a stabilisation
program. The Bank would not take any emoeption to this attitude
since it regards it as a matter of Fund busiass and decision.

3, The Bank would make clear that it did not regard itself as bvIng
a fundaantal difference of opinion with the Fund. It had a
similar viewpoint on the need for a realitic emhange rate,
although there might not be a complete concurrence on how Vach

devaluation was necessary at this time. On other points the apparent
differences were principal1g due to differences in responsiblities.
,he Bank, therefore, would not object to have the Fund indicate to
the CIAP what the Fund felt were its views, while the Bank rep-
rmsentativeswould feel free to esuplain the b of the
Bank's views.



F3es -2- APl"E 13, 1965

. £t w-a not falt desirable for the Ba* toapoach the Maaging
Diretor of the Fun d before his seting with Governor alam,

but rather to await the outeoi of that meting. Howver, it
was felt desirable to infora Mr. Woods of our cow-on attitude
on this In ease he was teleponed by Mr. wits, or in
preparation for .4s own dioeussion with lovernor Flisalda.
It was ag that in the meantib Mr. Altar would be guidd

by the abovw in his -M annaminnwith Mr. del Canto in antici-w
pation Of th 1Pmee ting.

CopiaS t m . Woods

f rie'd-in



Mr. Twining April 13, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Of1ine S;pace

It would be appreciated 1f the office spae originally intnded

for Mr. Meenai be made available for Mr. Neapoulous-Neuvi1a. . I

havn already spoke to Mr. Neopolous-euville about this.

cc: Mr. Eschenberg



April 13, 1965

Dear Professor Belassa:

Thank you for your letter of April 9

and the Copy of your CEIIA lectures. I

an sure they will be of interest and will

circulate them among my colleagues.

Looking forward to hieuriz from you

on your return from lWrope.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Professor Bela Balassa
Associate Professor of Economics
YTale Univervity
NOw Haven
Connecticut



Mr. Barend de Vries April 13, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Memorandum of Understanding on Brazilian Eoonomic Policy and Financing
Program

Reference your memorandum of April 8 on Brazil. I assume that I

will be receiving shortly from someone, presumably Mr. Alter, the

transmission of this document as we had agreed.



Apri 8, 1965

My dear Anjad:

I am happy to add AV congratulations to the

others on your election to be Chairman of the Trade

and Development amard. I need not tell you that if

there is agr way that I can be of help please call

on .

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Sydd AMjad Ali
Pakistan House
New York
Now York

ISF:pr1



Mr, George D. Woods April 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Proposed Change in Method of Estimating
U. S. Balance of Pyments

I believe you will find the attached asmorandum of interest.

Incidentally., I agree with Ihlley's conclusions.

ISF:prl



AprI 9, 1965

Rheal JaleD

Ban an -C - YSta of Apri 7. 196

The met1ng discusse te question of the reAtdship of the
to various DA)-, Working Pari~je which uvre Man ing topics such As in-
debtednejs, term of aid, and eenluatan of the contry deilseoant

prospr . essrsw. Frian, Avrawi, Kark, odon, arsz and
reIr UMr attnfded. The list of subjects menloned in Mr. Karess's

Mw of Apri3 6, 1965 to Mr. Oordon served as the agna for the meting.

Mr. Karms said that DAC ha shown coniderable inteaet in Ban
country reports sd would lke to receive ta on a regular basis. Also

the wa t ed to know if it woud be possible for than to reimve periodically
the updated Inormatia n indiebtedness position of devloping countris.
!r. Friedman said that the Bnk was in U. proceso of changing its docu-
ment-distributio policy, and wuld certdn1 amale its country reports
available to DlAC. The only question wa to deside whether the Ank reports
should be so writt*n as to include subjects which DLC wa pecfically
intereated in, nd Us obviat the neessity of DAIC undertakng country

sudiase In depth On its own. It was aged that Mr. Karazs should ask the
intereted DAC working partis about the sart of inormatinma ty would 1iA
to as" in the Bank report; if agreeble to the Bak, frorte would be made
to Include such informtion i the country reports.

It vu also aged that Un Bank would be prered to let MC have th
revised Indebtedness data periodically. '. Kaark said that thi. data vu

bing cocuptrised, and thoughi it may tae same t before the UPdatin of
information una put on regular periodic basin, DAC' could certainly look to
the Bank for information in tis field.

On the question of supplier credits, Mr. Karws said that a co ttese
chaired by the Secretary-General of the OC was at present discussing a
scheme presented ty M*. Bmmtra of the Nbthorlandv. Th* s4chem consists
of limiting the ncha period of swUpplr credits to ton yeas, ad the

mmum peiod of aid to more then 15years,. The 0EM was, howver, esot-
ing the Ban to cos out with a stuy on this qestion-and soon.

Mrt. Friedman emphanized that te purpose of the Bank study on supplia
credts was primrily to provide a basis for a mutually agrablo policy
betwee creditors and debtorv, and he tbarefore uanted to be wure that ida
the Bn* tudy comes out, it w 4 bahe s om iMact on policy. This
obviously would not be possible if U creditor contries ioft fom the

memsbehip of the '3ECD, mon to agree on a commn policy towards supplr
credits In advame of e Bank stat#. Fdovig the UNCTAD resolution,
the An*s present scbedule wan to coalete this study by the and of this
yearj if, hauser, Intert, in Europe in this subject has aelerated mare

radly than enviaged six mons ago, it would be possIble for the Ba* to
ascclate it. stue& too and camw up with som proposals that it would like
creditor countries to cosider before a decision is reached on the subjeot.



Pr. wKaras did not expect that g coumn agreemnt would prge from
te~ prez et dis-cus~sica of the 07;and bes-iden, the " owetr4a chase was
ver narro, representing only awe view, am;n marg, within the creditor

countrea. !r. Karas felt that the Bank should atick to is prevent tie
masodul and. make a thorcughf study of the propotsal %bich would tako Into
account both the debtar and creditor videtr atf the g ton.

With n.y to the zrpan osti re, chedulin of debt,, "r.
.ara,-a said Ud heFrnc an~d, pra the Gaman, war* for "clubma';
bult the malr -rpennai aur3 agai e t Idea beca-use of their
weak bargainip4, tion The lkitish are againsrt '*ubr.n, because they
felt that nothbyl' consrucotive oV, thapolr f indebtednese conma out
of tho 'u apart from a cnsoli4atio of outtading debte. As for
the Bank, Yr. Friedmn splained tpMt t, preant the polcy was to oam a4r

pf dtte onyh t:e creditor and debtars
aked for it. lt there was also a ru wthi the 3art which bslived

that the 7a. s uld ke t an .indepenerA 1itiative in debt can-
erwenes ratha r tn uaiting .br the creditors mnd debtors to ask for it.

TIT. Kaaruuk said( that the danger rth- 7uA~tr predure i-s thait the Bark
rd.ght lose the utatus of 'efr dc itor, n i be to
rachedule a. trouble borrmwra debte bvyite .

io3 Mr. Avraovi

Mr.. arre



Mr. T n April 8, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

ot ice Spae.

Apropos our discussion on space I would also appreciate if
you could find roan for Mr. Halley either in the Econanic Depart-
ment or on the 10th floor nmar the others.



AFRICA Al'eri Algeria eria
thiopi:: Ca eroon fRoderia

Ivor, baet Gono Sierra Leone
Liberin (Leopoidvile) Somalia
?4oroc c oDahoney TrIai

egnal Gabria Uganda
ud an uine a Upper iolta

Tan any Keya bani
To> Mauritania
Tunisia Niger

EUROPE & iIDIlEAST Oyra 4 nland
rk Italy

Irag 3arutolan
Jorda Be uanaland
Malt Kuwait
Maritius
Norwy
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Spainan

Syria ib pblic
United Arab public
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FAR EAST Chira Ceylon
Korea China
Laosi Japan
Nalay Korea
Japan Malaytia
Singapore Philippinee
Thailand Thailand

SOUT AI Aghanito: Iran
India Nepal
Fakis tan Fakistan

WBSER H4IP hile Arigentina
Bolivia Bol ivia
Colombia Colombia
Costa Rica Ecuador
Donrican Republic El Salvador

iuador :onduras
Ja ae 2Loco
'aral; Nicuraga

Venezuela TrindadTobago
!!rugay

TOTAL )Til 6



Mr. A. Kamarek April 6, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Mt. Leon's memorandum of April 2 on Distribution and
Number of copies of Economic Reports

I assume that Leon's memorandum of April 2 is an interim
arrangement as it says. I dont think that we would want the
Economic Reports circulated this way once we had established
the Economic Committee Secretariat.

Incidentally, what's happened on the choice of a
Secretary?

ISF:prl

cc: Mr. P. Leon



Mr. W. Schick April 6, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

I am finding your press notes of great interest and help.

May I suggest that the source and date be indicated in each case.

ISF:pri



April 6, 1965

Dear Edgar:

Thank you for sending me a copy of your
article on "The Dollar and the U. S. Balance
of Payments". I know that it will be most
useful to read.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Edgar Plan
Financial Counselor
Austrian Embassy
2343 Mass. Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C.

ISF:prl



Mr. George D. Woods April 6, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

gensultative Group in Korea

The other day Mr. Poata, the Assistant Adninistrator
for the Far East, telephoned me. He said that he was
calling to solicit support for the proposal for the
Consultative Group in Korea. I explained what we were
doing, and who had responsibility for this work in the
Bank.

As a result of our conversation it became clear that
he knew of Nr. Bell's conversation with you on this matter
but was not quite certain what Mr. Bell had told you,
including whether Mr. Bell had given you details of the
suggestion.

I think you might find the attached memorandum of interest.
Pending your reactions I am circulating this meswandum and its
attachment only to Mr. Cargill. Among other things this proposal
indicates the kinds of economic material which would have to be
supplied for various coordinating arrangements.

cc. Mr. Cargill

ISF:prl



April 6, 1965

Dear Mr. Poats:

Thank you for your letter of April 2,

and its attachments. This matter is being given

attention and we will be in touch with you shortly.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Rutherford M. Pats
Assistant Administrator - Far East
Department of State
Agency for International Development
Washington 25, D.C.

ISF:prl



Mr. A. Kamarck April 6, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Fund and Bank Review

Have you seen this? It doesn't sound particularly impressive
at least from the viewpoint of Bank contribution.

Please note the contribution expected from the Fund on Fiscal
Affairs and Economic Development and Financial Policy and Economic
Development. I would rather have hoped that this was the sort of
thing that Bank people would be contributing. However, I would
not object to the Fund doing it, although disappointed that the
Bank is not.

ISF:PRL

Scott's office are sending another copy.



April 6, 1965

My dear Shenoy:

Thank you for your letter of March 26.
As always I read of things you write with great
interest.

I do hope to have the pleasure of seeing
you again if and when I have the opportunity to
visit India, or you come to Washington.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. B. R. Shenoy
DLrector
University School of Social Sciences
Gujarat University
Ahmedabad 9
Bombay
India

IAF:pri



April 2, 1965

Dear Mr.Secretary:

May I join the many others in extending my
congratulations to you. It must be a source of great
personal satisfaction to have this testimony of the
confidence which our country has in you. We are all
aware of the great burdens which high public office
places on its holders, but I am sure that you will
agree that in a democracy there is no more tangible
evidence of the regard which the public has for a person.

I hope you won't mind my saying that after
having experienced a series of Secretaries referred
to as, Henry, John, George, Rob, and Doug, it's
awfully nice to have someone who is, in informal
conversation, referred to as "Joe".

If in any way I can be of help to you or
members of your staff I would be terribly pleased
to be called on.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

The Honorable Henry H. Fowler
Secretary
United States Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C.

ISF:prl



treasurers April 5, 1965

Irving S. Friedman

Dibpenses - Mr. Bela Balassa

It would be appreciated if the attached Statement of Expenses
on behalf of Professor Bela Balassa could be expedited.

ie came down to Washington at Mgr invitation for an interview.

Attachment



April 2, 1965

Dear Mr. Secretary:

May I Join the many others in extending y
congratulations to you. It must be a source of great
personal satisfaction to have this testimony of the
confidence which our country has in you. We are all
aware of the great burdens which high public office
places on its holders, but I am sure that you will
agree in a democracy there is no more tangible con-
fidence of the regard which the public has for the
person.

I hope you won't mind my saying that after
having experienced a series of Secretaries referred
to as, Henry, John, George, Bob, and Doug, it's
awfully nice to have someone who is, in informal
conversation, referred to as "Joe".

If in any way I can be of help to you or
members of your staff I would be terribly pleased
to be called on.

Sincerely yours

Irving S. Friedman
The Economio Adviser to the President

The fonorable Henry E. Fowler
Secretary
United States Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Ave. N. W.
Washington, D.C.

ISF:prl



April 2, 1965

My dear Meenai:

Thank you for your warm letter of March 29.

I do hope that the crisis in your parents'
health is now over and wish them the quickest
possible recovery.

I will look forward to hearing from you when
the health of your parents becomes clearer. In the
meantime I will continue to assum that whenever
convenient to you, you will be joining our staff.

With warm regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. S. A. Meenai
State Bank of Pakistan
Central Directorate
Karachi
Pakistan

ISF:prl

cc: Mr. Eschenberg with copy of incoming letter



Mr. Michael L. Lejeune April 2, 1065

Irving S. Friedman

Society for International Development

I have received a copy of the letter that Andrew Rice

of SID sent to you on March 31. Perhaps as Treasurer of the

organization I may be involved in a conflict of interest

positions, but I will, nevertheless, take the liberty of saying
that I believe the SID is worthy of contirmed support.

ISF:prl



April 1, 1965

Iar Mr. Kaplan:

I read with interest the George Washington
Universitr Press Releae annoning your under-
taking to do a stacy of U.S. foreign aid program.
The Universitr was lucky to be able to get s8meons
with your experience to do this for them.

If I can be of aMr help please call on mn.
Perhaps we can have lunch together and talk about
what you plan to do.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Jacob J. Kaplan
The George Washington Universitr
Policy Studies Program in Science

and Technology
1750 Pennsylvania Avene, N.W.
Washington : D.C.

(Press release thru University's Public Relations FE 8-4995)



Messrs. Avramovic, Kamarck, Kochav, Nespoulous- April 1, 1965
Neuville, Pereira Lira, Jalan

Irving S. Fiehaan

Assipantt

I would appreciate very much if you were to send a note
to Miss McGregor whenever I have asked you to do something for.
me. I believe this will help us in coordinating the work and
also may be used as a quick reference for what other people
are doing.

cc: Mr. Oulhati
Mr. Hablutsel
Mr. Halley
Mr. Schick
Mr. Sciolli
Mr. Thalwits



Files April 1, 1965

Bimal Jalan

Notes on Meeting of March 30, 1965

Messrs. Avramovic, Kaearck, Kochav and Pereira Lira attended.

Mr. Friedman gave a progress report on various studies being under-
taken by the Bank--(l) Cpansatory financings a rough draft of most
chapters is in...a complete draft of the study should be ready by the
end of March....haven't yet reached a decision on the form of financing,
whether it should be separate or related to IDA.... haven't seriously
considered the question of relations with the Fund. (2) IDA ep4ensh-
ment the problem here is twofold (a) how mauch to ask for and (b) what
is The basis of distribution of burden among nations. Capital Require-
ments study should help on (a). On (b), the rule which determines the
American share to be 40 per cent in IDA replenishment ought to go. As
long as the attitude of other countries is helpful, it is all right,
but given the present attitudes of the French and Germans this rule is
unlikely to lead to awr substantial increase in IDA. (3) Anual Rpr
Mr. Kochav promised a draft by April 15. (4) Sup erg Credits: Mr.
Nespoulous-Neuville was looking after the European side of the problem.
Mr. Lira was concerned with the problem from recipient countries point
of view. Mr. ira agreed to deal with the Spanish proposal as well.

Apart from the above Mr. Friedman felt that the Bank should also
undertake the followings (i) Devllopment in capital markets in Europe;
(ii) Developments in U.S. balance of payments; (iii) Periodic contacts
and consultation with all member countries. It is vital that the Bank
should be in touch with all its countries at all times, irrespective
of whether a loan to a particular country was being considered or not.
There was also an urgent need for systematising the various area depart-
ments' consultations with member countries.

Mr. Avramovic on the Capital requirements study: Nost figures used
are unreliable or invented... the big difficulty is in deciding upon a
uniform standard for terms of borrowing.... area departments have used
various terms... .other assumptions are not uniform.

But for whatever it is worth, the picture looks something like thiss

For the countries in the sample (covering about 65%-70% of developing
countries' total deficits), the current account deficit is likely to
increase from an average of about $4 billion in 1959-63 to $7.1 billion
in 1966. This figure is exclusive of mortisation paqmnts and is based
on the assumptions of (i) higher rates of growth than in previous years;
(ii) a favorable capital output ratio (e.g., 2.1 for India); (iii) optimistic
projections regarding the rate of growth of exports.

The factual information contained in this type of analysis is very weak,
a more convincing exercise for the purposes of IDA replenishment would be
to ask the area departments to come up with estimates of the demand for IDA
type of loans for countries in their areas. This, together with detailed
analysis of the capital requirements for India and Pakistan would provide a
reasonable picture of the likely demand for IDA over a number of years.




